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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 107 In Our 97th Year
CB RADIO WINNER-Jerry White was the winner of the CB radio given
away by the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit last week Presenting the




PANORAMA DONATION-Residents of the Panorama Subdivision
donated over $645 to the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit recently. Mrs.
Marjorie Wagoner and Mrs. Bessie Williams, who made the presentation,
were heads of the drive, which included door-to-door solicitations of all
the lot owners in the subdivision. The leaders of the drive said they started
it because they heard of the Rescue Squad's poor financial condition, and
wanted to do something to help. Officials of the squad said the financial
condition has improved considerably with the donation, as well as the




A $400,000 lawswt has been filed in
Calloway Circuit Court by former
Murray State University President
Harry Sparks in connection with a
letter to the editor published May 22,
1975 in the Murray Ledger and Times.
Circuit Court records show the civil
suit names Jimmy Boone as defendant.
The letter dealt with the newspaper'
s
endorsement of Sparks for Kentucky
Senate, a race which Sparks lost to
Richard Weisenberger in the May
primary.
The letter, which the suit calls
"defamatory, libelous, and without
foundation in fact. . ," opposed the
newspaper's endorsement of Sparks for
the Senate seat.
The civil suit, filed by local attorney
Nat Ryan Hughes, asks $400,000 in
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An AP News Analysis
,,tatt Ph"to bv David Hill
MSU Student To
Be On Tomorrow
Janet Lomax of Louisville, a senior
radio-television major at Murray State
University, will be among 24 students
from across the nation to appear on the
NBC television network "Tomorrow"
show which airs at midnight tonight.
This will be her second attempt to tape
the show, as the first, which was
scheduled for April 2, was canceled
because of the teamsters strike.
She was chosen by WAVE-TV in
Louisville, the NBC flagship station in
Kentucky, to represent the state on a
special taped segment featuring
university and college radio and
television majors.
Miss Lomax, 21, flew to New York
today to tape the program at 7:30 p.m.
for air time later in the evening. A
member - of Alpha Epsilon Rho
honorary radio-television society on the




Fourth and fifth grade students who
will be enrolling in Murray Middle
School for the first time, and their
parents, are invited te open house from
7:00 to 8:00 p. m., Monday, May 10th in
the auditorium in the building at Eighth
and Main Streets.
The purpose of the meeting will be to
acquaint the new students and parents
with the Middle School. The school
principal, Robert Glin Jeffrey, will be
in charge of the program.
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon May 5, 1976
More Arrests Pending, Officers Say
15' Per Copy 2 Sections - 24 Pages
Four-Month Drug Investigation
Results In Arrests Of Eighteen
A four-month investigation into
illegal drug traffic in a two-county 
area
has led to the arrest of 18 persons an
d
more arrests are pending, local la
w
enforcement officials said today.
The investigation, which was a
combined effort of the Kentucky State
Police narcotics section, the Murray
Police Department, the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, the
Benton Police Department and the
Marshall County Sheriff's Department,
resulted in 12 persons being arrested on
warrants issued in Murray and six
arrests on warrants in Marshall
County.
The investigation was initiated in
Murray and all arrests were made
following "buys" by Kentucky State
Police Detectives, officials said.
Those arrssted ilnd the ,441.xles file4
against them, according to police
reports, are:
Judith H. Lomax, 27, Route 3,
Murray, trafficking in demerol and
trafficking in marijuana; John Kevin
Lomax, 26, Rt. 3, Murray, trafficking in
demerol and trafficking in marijuana;
Robert Frank Harris, 27, Waldrop
Trailer Court, Murray, trafficking in
preludm; Woodie L. Beardsley, 19,
Franklin Hall, Murray, two counts of
trafficking in demerol; Wayne Pifat,
24, Sunset Dr., Murray, possession of
demerol and possession of marijuana
(The charges against Pifat stem from a
warrant Issued in connection with a
robbery at Say-Rite Pharmacy last fall,
officials said.; ,
Pea Mott, 31; -1[1:fridge'
St., Paducah, theft, unlawful taking and
criminal mischief in the third degree.
The charges against Pearson stem
from a robbery at the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic recently.
Larry F. Orr, 23, Hamilton St.,
Murray, uttering a forged prescription;
Glen Bradley Hendrickson, 19, Rt. 2,
Benton, trafficking in phenobarbital
and trafficking in marijuana; Ron
Williams, 26, College Courts, Murray,
trafficking in marijuana;
Ed Boggess, 26, Rt. 3, Murray,
trafficking in marijuana; Frederick E.
Certified Staff Appointments Are
Approved By County School Board
Certified statt appointments for the
1976-77 school year in the Calloway
County School system were approved at
the school board's regular meeting
Monday evening.
Dr. Jack Rose will take over as
superintendent of the system on July 1
when William B. Miller retires. Miller
will remain on the central office staff as
an advisor.
Others on the central office staff are
Charlie Lassiter, director of pupil
personnel; Edward Curd, supervisor;
Helen Hogancamp, director of the
school lunch program; Lucille Ross,
nurse. i:wd Wanda Roberts, speech.
Staff appointments for the schools in
the system are as follows:
Calloway Co. High
Ron McAlister, principal; James
Feltner, asst. principal; Terry Good-
win, band; Dan McDaniel, music; Billy
Nix, industrial arts; Joanna Sykes,
librarian; Larry Dunn, art; Alberta
Korb, guidance;
Larry Paschall, guidance, science;
Sue Outland, health, P.E.; Clayton
Hargrove, health, P.E.; Douglas
Tucker, science; Jane Sisk, biology;
Carol Sloan, biology; Yvette Pyle,
ART SCHOLARSHIP - Evelyn D Jones (center) of Murra
y, a sophomore
art major at Murray State University. has been selected t
o receive the $22.5
Annette Schmidt Art Scholarship for the 1976-77 school ye
ar. Making the
presentation and offering congratulations on behalf of t
he sponsoring
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
 is Dee Ann Umar,
president. Also shown is Michael A. Brun, assistant pr
ofessor of art and
chairman of the scholarship committee of the Department of Ar
t.
MSU Regents
To Meet May 8
The Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet in regular session
Saturday, May 8, at the board room in
Sparks Hall.
The agenda for the meeting includes,
in addition to routine items, recom-
mendations for tenure and promotion,
housing and dining rates, adoption of
the 1976-77 university budget, con-
sideration of a bachelor of science
degree in business administration, area
in hotel, restaurant and tourism
management, a baccalaureate minor in
paralegal studies, and acceptance of




By WALTER R. M EA to
AP Special Correspondent
Ronald Reagan has seized star bil
ling
in the Republican presidential conte
st,
and President Ford, suddenly se
cond,
may have to rewrite his camp
aign
script.
But there are likely to be new twi
sts
in the GOP plot before it is played 
out
this summer. There are, after a
ll, 16
Republican presidential primaries 
to
go. And there could be new faces in 
the
campaign cast before convention 
time.
Nonetheless, Reagan has for the first
time established himself as 
a
challenger who can convince the
Republican hierarchy that he has a real
chance of denying nomination to an
incumbent president.
Even Ford's campaign manager had
to acknowledge that Reagan had the
advantage after making the President
a three-time loser on a single primary
election day.
It was evident in the numbers that
made Reagan for the first time the
leader in committed Republican
nominating delegates and, perhaps as
important, in the momentum and
credibility the conservative challenger
gained with two Southern victories
an unexpected triumph in Indiana
Jimmy Carter, the domina;.;:
Democrat, won overwhelmingly In
Indiana and in his Georgia home. He
led in partial returns in the District of
Columbia.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
won his home-state primary, too.
Wallace offered testament to Carter's
claim that as the likely nominee he can
rally Democrats around him.
support him,"
(See Ford, Page 16)
ite4
WIN AWARDS - Tom Lassner
left, and David King, right, displaN
the awards presented to thr.
Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycees at
the regional Jaycee meeting in
Madisonville over the past
weekend. The local Jaycees were
presented the large traveling
trophy for "Most Improved Chap-
ter" and a permanent plaque for
the "Best Club" in the area. King
was also presented an award for
"outstanding president" in the 23
area clubs and Lassner was
presented the "Spoke" award for




Mostly cloudy and mild tonight with
chance of showers and thundershowers,
low in the low to mid 50s. Cloudy and
warm with showers and thunder-
showers likely Thursday, high in the
low to mid 708. Friday mild with
showers ending.
-.mom
chemistry, math; Freed Curd, history.,
George Dowdy, history; Larry
England, psychology, speech; James
Nix, geography; Brenda Call, physics
,
math; A. C. Hankins, math; Barbara
Light, math; Geraldine Myers.
business, math;
N. P. Paschall, business; Joan
Harris, business; Betty Riley, English;
Sue Adams, English;'Lynda Coleman',
English; Luna Greer, English: Ann
Hopkins, English; Kathy Stubblefield,
English;
Donna- Murdock, English; Christina
Thompson, Spanish; Bess Kerlick,






Bob Allen, principal; Pat Allbritten,
Librarian; Dianne Dixon, music; and
the following teachers: Mary J. Cooper,
Margarette Winchester. Shiela Nance,
Faye King, Janice Stubblefield,
W. T. Patterson, Maxine Pool, Diana
Brown, Dolly Redick, Mildred Lassiter,
Barbara McCuiston, Mary R.
McCuiston. Lorene McCage, Betty
Cassity, Martha Smith, Linda Hen-
dricks, Ann Brinkley, Elizabeth Conley,
Patricia Seiber, Mary Jane Key, Mac
Coleman, Martha Leet, Wilda Perkins,
Debby Ernstberger and 'Annie Hooks.
North Calloway Elem.
Johnny Bohannon, principal; J. W.
Jones, librarian; John Gingles, P. E.;
Bobbye Berrill, music; and the
following teachers; Jeannie Crittenden,
Toni Bohannon, Sharon Hopkins,
Carolyn Boggess, Nancy B. Lovett,
Ronnie Walker, Rebecca Williams,
Rita Price, Frances Pinkley, Suzanne
Schroader, Mary A. Humphries, Dulcie
Douglass, Linda Feltner, Ruth Potts,
Enid Sanders, Winta Sears, Elaine
Brown, Celia Grogan, Marlene JElpach,
Jacquelyn Cassity, Judy Darnell,
Patricia Lassiter, Marion Bailey and
Cheryl Dailey.
Southwest Calloway Elem.
Roy Cothran, principal Tommy
Greer, P. E., Kay Lowe, librarian, and
the following teachers: Randa Cun-
ningham, Ruth A. Majors, Nancy W.
Lovett, Eva McDermott, Eupal
Underwood, Ruth Calhoun, Jean
Cooper,
Gene Bondurant, Betty Jackson,
Crystal Parks, Margaret Crawford,
Juana Dodson.
Jane Cothran, Eleanor Miller,
Maxine Burkeen, Edna Robinson,
Gwyn Key, and Charlene Curd.
RIF
Woodhouse, 19, White Hall, Murray,
trafficking in marijuana; and Kenneth
W. Gordon, Mayfield Hwy., Benton,
t raf f . .
Persons arrested in Marshall County
and the charges filed against them,
according to law enforcement officials,
are:
Terry Lynn Pace, 19, Rt. 7, Benton,
trafficking in P.C.P. an animal
tranquilizer); Ronald Warren, Rt. 6.
Benton, trafficking in heroin an
d
trafficking in LSD:
Terry Allen Lindsey, 19, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, trafficking in P.C.P.;
Joseph Franklin Boone, 22, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, trafficking in LSD and
trafficking in marijuana; Larry Wayne
English, 25, Countyaire trailer court,
Paducah, trafficking in marijuana; and
Roger Landon Fox, 26, Shady Grove
trailer court, Calvert City, two counts
of trafficking in marijuana.
Several of those arrested in Murray
are expected to appear in Murray City
Court on May 13, officials said. Court
appearance dates have not yet been set
in the Marshall County cases.
Bands To Travel
To Six Flags Fest
Both the Murray High School Sym-
phonic Band and the Concert Band will
participate in the Six Flags Over Mid-
America Band Festival this weekend.
Forty-two bands from ten states will
appear in concert events in five classes
according to school enrollment. The
Murray bands will be in Class AA.
The band is scheduled to leave
Murray at 9:00 a. m. Thursday and
travel to St. Louis, Mo. Thursday af-
ternoon will be spent at Gateway Arch
and Miltuern.
On Friday the band members will
attend the Festival during the day.
Members will be at Six Flags Park or at
the St. Louis Cardinals and Houston
Astros baseball game at Busch stadium
on Friday night.
Band members will be at Six Flap
Park all day Saturday and return home
by 10:30p. m. that evening.
Joe Sills, band director, said that the
primary purpose of the trip is to listen
to other top quality bands from around
the country. He said all bands in at-
tendance have been judged superior in
their regions. "This will be a fitting
reward for all the hard work done by
the band members this year which has




DETROIT (AP) - Domestic car
sales in April, lifted by strong showings
from Detroit's Big Three, rose 52 per
cent over a year ago to hit a 29-month
high based on the daily selling rate.
Continued weak sales of subcompacts
kept American Motors Corp. and most
imports in a decline, the industry
reported Tuesday.
Domestic sales of 788,024 cars were
up from 517,637 a year ago, when the
market slumped to a 14-year low for an
April. The selling rate of 30,309 cars a
day was the fourth best ever for an
April and the highest for any month
since November 1973.
Industry giant General Motors Corp.
posted a 60 per cent increase, and Ford
Motor Co. reported a 35 per cent im-
provement.
6
TOP CRADINC TEAM: Winners of the team competition in 
the dark fired
tobacco grading contest last week at the Future Fa
rmers of America Field
Day at Murray State University were thes
e members of the Calloway
County High School chapter. From the left, they are: She
a Sykes, Darrel
Beane and Pat Webb All are juniors at the school The three Calloway
High students also teamed up to win the air-( ured tobacco grading con
test
at the field day.
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GAY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Gay
of Mayfield Route Six are the
parents of a baby boy, Derek
Kyle, born on Tuesday, April
20, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is an industrial
eats teacher at Mayfield High
School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Gay of Hardin and
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Smith of
Route One, Brookport,
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Edwards of
Hardin and Mr. and Mrs.
GaDon Smith of Brookport.
BLANKENSHIP BOY
A baby boy, Derrick Alan,
weighing eight pounds VI
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Blankenship If'
Route One, Puryear, Tenn., on
Thursday, April n, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Blankenship and
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Paschall,
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Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven
p.m.
Mission organizations of
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the church.
Acteens, Baptist Women,
and Baptist Young Women of
Cherry Corner Church will
meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Thursday, May 6
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house to begin
the garden tour at one p.m.
Women of the Moose are
scheduled to meet at eight
p.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
seven p.m. at the Public
Library.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens. Yam flowers
will be made for the fall
bazaar.
North Calloway School PTC
will have a reception at 6:30
p.m. and a potluck supper at
seven p.m. at the school. This
will be in honor of the
teachers.
The Executive Committee
of the Paris District United
Methodist Women will be
hostess for the annual
"President's Day" luncheon
at the First United Methodist
Church, Paris, Tn. at 10 a.m.
All unit presidents of the Paris
District are invited to attend.
Thursday, May 6
The Best of Everything"
by the Calloway County High
School Speech Team will be at








Church Women United will














Joseph Bottoms 6"d Deborah Raffin




Wranglers Riding Club will
begin its summer riding
season at the club grounds at
seven p. m.
Area Baptist Young
Women's Retreat will be at
Jonathan Creek starting at




The Century Singers from
Benton, will be at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church at
7:30p.m. ,
Sunday, May 9
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Wyatt
of Almo Route One will have a
reception in celebration of
their golden wedding an-
niversary from two to four
p.m. at the old Hardin School
building.
Judy Hetterman, Fulton County Agent for Home Economics, taught the lesson on "Nature Caught And Held, WhatTo's and How To's On Dry Arrangements" for the leaders of the Calloway Counts Homemakers Clubs on Tuesdaymorning at the Extension Office. Pictured, left to right, are Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Calloway Home Agent, Mrs. SandraBarnett, Mrs. Howard Wendt, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs. fames Olson, Mrs. Randy Tucker, Mrs. John TUC..., Mrs.Elwood White, Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, Mrs. Kenton White, Mrs. Tommy Vance, Mrs. Joanna Adams, Mrs. DonCathey, Mrs. lames Mitchuson, and Mrs, Terry Smith and son, Brian. The agent discussed different materials andmethods of drying in the lesson for the leaders. National Homemakers Week is being observed this week withspecial activities planned by the clubs.
Montgomery Home Scene Meet ,
Of New Concord Homemakers
Miss Erin Montgomery
opened her home for the
meeting of the New Concord
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, April 14, at one
p.m. with Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, president,
presiding.
The major lesson on
"Arranging Furritture" MIS
presented by Mrs. John
Livesay. She said one should
try to place one of your most
interesting pieces in a spot
where it will be seen on en-
_tering the room, place fur-
niture so it lends its self to
conversation groups, and also
maintain an orderly ap-
pearance so it does not appear
cluttered.
Miss Maude Nance gave the
devotion reading from Psalms
19:1, 24:1, 121:1, and 30:3.
Mrs. Effie Edwards called the
roll with each one answering
with a consumer tip. Plans for
the Holly Springs trip and
annual day on May 7 were
announced.
The recreation was led by
Mrs. Rainey Lovins. Refresh-
ments were served buffet
style by Miss Erin Mon-
tgomery, assisted by Miss
Mary Montgomery, to the nine
members and one visitor,
Mrs. Ed Day*.
The next meeting will be
held May 12 at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield.
Miss Debra Billington Honored
At Shower At Sturgis Church
Miss Debra Ann Billington,
bride-elect of Theodore M.
Braddock, was the honoree at
a delightful bridal shower help
on Sunday, May 2, at the Fir&
Christian Church, Sturgis. I,
Receiving the guests witff
the honoree were her mother,
Mrs. James M. Billington of
Murray, her mother-in-law to
be, Mrs. T. P. Braddock. and
the groom-elect's maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Ruby Fox.
Miss Billington chose to
wear a blue and cream floral
floor length gown from her
troos-saau. She was presented
a corsage of white carnations.
She opened her many lovely
gifts which were displayed on
a decorated table.
Refreshments of punch,
mints, nuts, and cookies were
served in crystal ap-
pointments at the table
covered with a green net cloth
over yellow and cehtered with
a spring bridal scene carrying





Daniel D. Carlen of 2408
Hillglenn Road, Dallas,
Texas, received the Bachelor
of Arts Degree in Biblical
Education in graduating
exercises at Dallas Bible
College, Dallas, Texas, on
April 30. Mr. Carlen majored
in Biblical Education with a
special emphasis on the Greek
language.
He is the son of Mrs. Merrill
Bell of Nogales, Arizona and
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Carlen and Mr and
Mrs. Lowell Dunn of Greenup,
Illinois. He is married to the
former Phyllis Poole,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Poole, Route 5, Murray,
Kentucky.
If thin crisp cookies soften ,r
,toragc, reCrtsp them by placiri
them in a 300-derce oven for 31
5 minutes
Mrs. Nancy Wolfe presided
at the register table where
each guest was given a tiny
gold wedding band tied with
green and yellow ribbon.
Fifty guests called or sent
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She Does Her-Filing
Under 'Marvin'
By Abigail Van Buren
c 1976 by ChKago Tr,bun• N V h.et Send Inc
- DEAR ABBY: 1-am the bookkeeper for a business that
maintains a small office staff.
Our office manager (let's call him "Marvin") is a
middle-aged family man. The boss's secretary (let's call her
"Sissy") is a shapely young single woman.
Since Sissy came to work here, she and Marvin have been
spending a lot of time together in the file room— with the
door locked!
What they do is their business, but I'm tired of covering
up for them when the boss comes looking for Sissy.
I think it's unfair of my co-workers to put me in this
awkward position, but I am too embarrassed to even
discuss it with them. What do you suggest?
NERVOUS IN ALBANY
DEAR NERVOUS: Get over your embarrassment long
enough to tell Sissy that the next time the boss comes
looking for her, you will tell him to look in the file room
under "Marvin."
DEAR ABBY: My husband says, "Ask Abby, so beri
goes.
When we go the parties where there is dancing and I am
asked to dance, I always accept because I love to dance
However, my husband, who is a wonderful dancer and a
very handsome man, just sits there.
I am embarrassed to see the wife of the man who has
asked me to dance sitting while my husband sits He say"
he doesn't enjoy dancing with anyone but me.
What do you think, Abby? As a matter of etiquette
should I refuse dances with other men if my husband
doesn't dance with their wives? Or should my husband
dance even if he doesn't enjoy it?
LIKES TO 6ANCE
DEAR LIKES: Your husband should dance with the wife
of the man who has asked you to dance He's being rude to
sit.
DEAR ABBY: This is for that woman who was "going
crazy" because her house was always a mess no matter how
hard she worked to keep it tidy.
I have a husband, three children and two grandchildren. I
ialways believed that a house should be lived in. My
husband and sons work on motors and they get pretty
greasy, but I don't care. My daughter loves to paint with
oils and you can't tell the color of any towel I have between
the grease and oil paint.
When my grandchildren are here, I give them the run of
the place. My sister-in-law said I was crazy because last
winter I put the sandbox right in the middle of my kitchen.
It made sort of a mess, but the baby was quiet, and I didn't
mind sweeping up the sand.
We like pets and treat them like members of the family.
They can roam around the house and sleep anywhere they
want to We keep the door to the parakeet cage open and if
the place gets to smelling like a barnyard. I spray a little
pine around.
Some days I don't get my beds made, and I'm not
bothered with dishes because we use paper plates. I'll never
take a prize for my housekeeping, but we're sure a happy
family.
If you print this, don't use my name because my mother
would die.
FIRST THINGS FIRST
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a persona/
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope. please.
Mrs. Preston Brandon Hostess
For South Pleasant Grove Meet
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club met on
Wednesday. April 15, at one p.
m. at the home of Mrs.




gave the devotion, and Mrs.
Bob Orr read the landscape
notes. A work day for
Aluminum trays was planned
for April 19 at the Housing
Center. Six members will take
the Holly Springs trip on April





Mrs. Ronnie Jackson will
model for the style show which
will be a part of the program
at the annual day of the
Calloway Homemakers on
Friday, May 7, at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
"Up-To-Date Food
Preservation" was the subject
of the lesson presented by
Mrs. Raymond Story.
The main lesson on -Fur-
niture Arrangement" was
given by Mrs. Billy Rex
Paschall and Mrs. Ronnie
Jackson.
Mrs. Bob Orr led the





terworth, Milford Orra Gerald
Paschall, Nancy Sinipson,
Ellis Ross Paschall, Nina
Craig, Clifton Jones. Bob
Washer, Ted Cooper, and
Jimmy Foutch, the latter two
being new members, and Mrs.
Pearl Brandon, guest.
The next meeting will be
May 12 at one p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Garland Hutson.
•
cp The Murray
I .erlger to Timeso e,f14.8
Mrs. King Is Hostess For Circle Meet
The home of Mrs. Lowell
King was the scene of the
meeting of the Alice Waters
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church Women
held Tuesday, April 13, at 9:30
a. m. A social hour opened the
meeting.
Mrs. King, chairman,
presided and made an-
nouncements. She also gave
the program on the subject,
"The call To Prayer and Self
Denial."
Mrs. William Moffett read a
letter that she had written for
the Circle about injustices
done to the Indians and she
said in the letter that "we
believed that restitution
should be made to them. She
also said that she thought the
respective Indian nations
should be permitted to and
assisted in preserving their
native languages and
cultures. The letters will be
sent to Rep. Carroll Hubbard
and Senators Dee Huddleston
and Wendell Ford.
All members of the circle
that were present signed the
letters and Mrs. Moffett said
that she would mail them.
The circle will have a
potluck luncheon at the home
of Mrs. William Moffett on
Tuesday. May 11, at ten a. m.
ORIGirs
44deiTA, Adefro,
The Beauty Delivery Bag
A Sensational
40.00 Value!
Six beauty classics in a quilted
floral, fashion envelope. You'll
receive special-sizes of Velva
Moisture Film, Bye-Lines Night
Care Cream for Eyes, Illusion
Foundation "Sun Bisque,"








Eyes "Alpine Blue", Blue
Grass Perfumed Spray, and a
Creative Coloring Pencil. All
for only 7.50 Makes a great gift
for Mother's Day or any time
Hurry' in today!
Hurry in today and make
your dress selection for
\Tether's Day from Brig,ht's,
your leader in fine dress
,hions for all women. Make
selection from the sea-son's
t wanted colors and styles
one that's just right for
Junior, missy and half-






Beautiful gifts of lingerie
for Mother's Day come from
Bright's your leader
in loving fashion for all
women. Plunge into one of
Vanity Fair's prettiest
prints in years Persian
Fancy beautiful floral
designs on o cremetlow
background. All Vanity
Fair gifts will be gift-





Regular length gown in sizes
P, S. M, I. priced at only 15.00
Half-slip in average and
long lengths in sizes 5, M, I.
at only 11.00; Scuffs in
5, M, I at only 6.50.
Horsy in today and make
your selection of Vanity








Long Robs in sizes P. 5,
M, L. at only 28.00
Pajama in sizes 32-38 ot 20.00.,
Bra, sizes 32-36 ABC priced at:r,
only 8.50; Brief in sizes 5 to 74.1
at only 4.00; Regular length Rebel!'
in sizes 32-38 paced at 22.00;
Long Gown in sizes P. S, M, I priced
at only 21.00. Gifts of love from
Vanity Fair and Bright's!
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Dr. and Mrs. Castle Parker show one of the wall hangings they purchased while in
South America at the dinner meeting for members and guests of the Theta Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club held on Monday, April 19. They showed slides and
talked about their travels and experiences in Carcas, Venezuela, and Cartagena and
Bogota, Colombia. New officers elected for the coming year are Mrs. Lloyd Boyd,
chairman, Mrs, Arlie Scott, vice-chairman, Mrs. L C. [nix, secretary, and Mrs. Robert
Hendon, treasurer. Hostesses for the dinner were Mrs. Charles Hale, Miss Martha
Cuter, Mrs. L C. [nix, and Mrs. Rudolph Howard, who had decorated the tables with





Church will be the host church
for the May Fellowship Day
observance of Church Women
United Friday, May 7. The
program will begin at 10:00
a.m. and will be followed by a
potluck luncheon. Nursery
service will be provided.
Women from ten different





presenting the program. The
theme for the day is VALIANT
WOMEN -1776-1976.
Mrs. Gilbert Mathis will
Thomas
-
Hours: 10:00 to 5:00
Mon.-Fri.





Jiffy Stitcher's, Bucilla Cross &
Stitch Kits, Ruolla Cross I
Stitch, Guilts Afghan Kits L
Yarn
ww",-,. e.?•••••2-wc."-,0,0". • .
c4 gift for
cYllotlier





By University of Ky.
County Extension Agents
for Home Economicsspeak on the subject -The Stretched-out buttonholesValiant Women of This can ruin the custom look ofCommunity." Mrs. Mathis is a any garment. Reinforcingmember of the First Baptist with interfacing especially theChurch, where she is active in new light weight fussiblesthe choir and Baptist Young solves some of the "fish-Women. She is an instructor in mouth" problem. Simply fusethe Department of Home a piece of interfacing underEconomics at Murray State area where buttonhole is to beUniversity. where her worked. Then work the but-husband is an Economics tonhole as you usuallyinstructor. She was honored as do.—Dean Roper, Mayfield.Outstanding Young Career +++Woman of 1972-73 and 1973-74, The size of yonr gardenand as Mrs. Murray State in should depend upon the area1975. 
available, the size of theThe worship service will family using it, and the timeinclude a litany of available to care for it. Yourthanksgiving and dedication garden can be a pleasure, or itused by the women who can be a drag. Do not over-gathered together in a world plant and be sure that you doconference of women in 1895. plant those vegetables the"Church Women United of family will eat. A well plannedMiirray and Calloway County, and properly kept gardenrepresenting 23 churches of 9 should produce 600-700 lbs._ ofdenominations, will also af- produce per 1000 sq ft perfirm their rededication to the year, a total which should feedbreaking down of barriers, so your family well. — Patthat, cleansed from class Curtsinger, Benton.antagonisms, national +++
hatreds, race prejudices and A person who really corn-religious intolerance, all may municates must be able to dostand side by side in mutual more than just tell somethingworth, mutual appreciation to someone else. He must
and true fellowship," a know how to detect how well
spokesman said. his ideas are being accepted.
Rev. Ron Hampton will Many times good ideas are
provide special music for the lost because a person is more
occasion, interested in talking about his
Mrs. W. P. muffins is own idea than in listening to
president of the local CWII the other person's ideas.
unit, and Mrs. Alfred Taylor is Sue Fraser,Bardwell.
May Fellowship Day Chair- +++
man. To keep your family as safe
Some people believe that if
you catch a falling leaf, you










Select the catunet steles




.,„.n. chscuss you, •de. as for the kitchen
rou would late Ow sk,ll m custom plannmg
.111 t•eip you Kaye a lutchen planned escxe,alho
'Or your family
WARD-ELKINS
COURT SQUARE PNONE T53-I T13
Mission Support Retired Teachers Association
Banquet At Meets With Dr. and Mrs. Sparks
Church
The Baptist Young Women
of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church recently sponsored a
churchwide Mission Support
Banquet in the Fellowship
Hall.
Following a delicious
potluck supper the program
was presented by Dyke
Brandon of Benton. Formerly
a missionary to Alaska, he
gave a delightful chalk talk
while relating experiences of






STILLWATER, Okla. AP) —
Use it up, wear it out, make it
do or do without" is still a use-
ful motto for families con-
cerned about stretching their
dollars, says Dorothy G. Black-
well, Extension home manage-
ment specialist at Oklahoma
State University.
-Repair, maintenance or re-
modeling can extend the useful
life of your clothes, housing or
equifainent," she says. "Many
of us have let much junk pass
through our lives. Buying only
really important things and
taking care of them might
greatly improve the quality of
our lives and save scarce re--
sources as well."
The Murray-Calloway
County Retired Teachers met
for its regular April meeting
at the lovely lakeside home of
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Sixty-five members and
guests enjoyed a delicious
potluck luncheon. Dr. Sparks
offeredthe invocation.
After the lunch hour and
-playtime," Dr. Sparks,
president of the local
association, presided at the
business meeting.
He introduced Miss Dolly




Amanda Rae is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Greer of Murray
Route Two for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds ten
ounces, born on Friday, April
2, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Greer of Alm°
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Hardy Kelso of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Alvie
Thompson, New Concord,
Mrs. Ernest Kelso, Lynn
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Chester






that eight counties in the First
District had reached the goal
of 100 per cent membership.
Mrs. Mary Conyer,
president elect of the First
District, challenged the local
association to become a 100
per cent association. Leon
Smith, president-elect of
KRTA, discussed the
legislative program and how it
would effect the individual
retired teacher. He stressed
the importance of mem-
bership on all levels-national,
state, district, and local.
The group voted to send a
letter of thanks and ap-
preciation to Governor Carroll
and Kenneth Imes for their
support and concern for the
retired teacher in the past
legislature, Dr. Sparks agreed
to write the letter.
The upcoming state meeting
of the retired teachers to be
held in Louisville, was
discussed. Dr. Sparks, along
with Mrs. Mary Smith, Mrs. M
0. Wrather, Mrs. Virgil
Grogan, Mrs. Laura Jennings,
and Mavis W. McCamish will
represent the local
organization.
A moment of silent prayer
was offered in memory of
Neville McCoy, vice president
of Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers, who died
February 27, 1976.
Announcement was made of
the next meeting, which will
be breakfast at the Perkins
Pancake House at nine a.m.
on May 10. Jim Edins from




makers Club held its April
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Bobby Ward.
Mrs. Rocky Shapla, foods
chairman, presented the
lesson on "Home Canning"
with members discussing
modern methods of home
canning.
The devotional and
recreational leader, Mrs. Roy
Wyatt, led the club in a
devotion. A sack lunch was
served.
Members present were Mrs.
Roy Wyatt, Mrs. Larry Ward,
Mrs. Bobby Ward, Mrs. Rocky
Shapla, Mrs. Max Henry, and
Mrs. Alex Barrett, and a guest
was Mrs. Robbie Hale.
'Harris Grove
Club Meets
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones was
hostess for the April meeting
of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at her
- home.
The major lesson on
"Furniture Arrangement"
was presented by Mrs. Maxine
Nance.
Mrs. Carmon D'Angelo
presided and Mrs. Alfred
Taylor gave the devotion.
Mrs. Howard Wendt gave the
secretary-treasurer's reports.
Plans to attend the Holly
Springs trip and the tasting
luncheon were discussed.
Spoon strawberry preserves
over ice cream and add sliced
bananas when your youngsters
want sundaes.
The club will have a salad
luncheon Tuesday, May 11, at
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as possible, you must first be
aware of the things around
your house which can cause
accidents. Next, you must get
rid of as many of these
dangers as possible. Sc take a
walk around your yard and
through your house and see




that is easy to live in, at-
tractive and COM-
fortable—doesn't just happen.
It is planned. Home is a place
to eat, sleep, work and play. It
is also a place to be alone or
enjoy family and friends.
Needs, interests and tastes
change as individuals and
families move from one stage
of living to the next. Fur-
nishing the home to meet
these changing needs is for
most families a continuous




likely to happen when: -
someone is really tired -
someone is in a hurry -
someone is worried. — Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
+++
Perhaps one of the greatest
protectipns for your home is
an adecn'Ate property barrier.
Fences, walls, and hedges
deter would-be intruders and
bring inhabitants a sense of
psychological well being.
They define property lines and
can prevent criminals from
surveying your property at
close range to determine the
advantages of entering.
Climbing any of these barriers
is a trespassing offense.
Juanita Amonett, Paducah.
To remove perspiration
odor try *rubbing a bar of
deodorant soap over the soiled











Here's the once-a-year cha?ce you've been waiting for to own the fine
china and hand-blown lead crystal you've always wanted, at substantial savings.
SAVE ON LENOX CHINA
Choose any open stock pattern and save 15 % on a 20-piece service for 6, a
45-piece service for 8, or a 65-piece service for 12. You can also save 15%
on any additional pieces purchased individually, except place setting items.
SAVE ON LENOX CRYSTAL
Choose any open stock pattern and save 15% on 8- or I2-piece services for 4.
NOW THROUGH MAY 30 AT
Cherry Branch
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OPEN
FORIT1 1
Optnions expressed in tha column are those of the writer and do notnecessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & TimesReaders whu would like to express their opinion on the issues ckscussed in thiscolumn are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor
On Forest Management
To Westvaco Neighbors:
It is hard to believe that our country,
which leads the world in scientific
forest management, and productivity,
is presently facing a crisis in timber
supply. But it is, because of a Federal
Court'a Strict interpretation of an ob-
scure and almost forgotten 1897 law. •
This 79-year-old law, called the
Organic Act, was resurrected by a
group of preservationists contesting the
U. S. Forest Service's management of
the Monongahela National Forest in
West Virginia. The bone of contention
was clear-cutting, a fully-tested,
modern forestry practice that insures
an economic harvest and even-aged
regeneration of new crops of trees.
The Federal Court held that the
Organic Act is still applicable and that
timber harvested in the Monongahela
Nation! Forest must be limited to dead
or fully mature trees,which had been
individually marked and designated for
cutting by the Forest Service. This
decision was upheld in the Appeals
Court. As a result, timber sales from
national forests in West Virginia,
Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina — a region under the
jurisdiction , of the Fourth District
Federal Court — have been sharply
limited. The same is true in the Tong ass
National Forest in Alaska. There are
several other cases pending which
could provide the same restrictions in
the national forests of our western
states, upon which private industry is
highly dependent for timber supply.
Our company is not directly, and only
minimally, affected by this court ac-
tion. We do not harvest timber in these
national forests ourselves, but we do
purchase small volumes of round wood
from pulpwood producers, as well as
wood chips from lumber producers
whose livelihood depends on sales of
national forest stumpage in West
Virginia, Virginia and South Carolina.
If the effect of these court decisions is
perpetuated, however, this turn of
events could drastically limit the
timber supply available to our forest
industry, escalate the prices of all wood
products and contribute to unem-
ployment in this important basic in-
dustry.
There is an even more important
principle at stake. If we are unable to
challenge the application of obsolete
forest practices as they relate to our
national forests, how long will it be
before preservationists attempt to
control management practices on
privately-owned industrial lands?
That would be a disaster of the first
magnitude, for lands owned and
operated by companies such as ours are
twice as productive as our national
forests. Under the multiple-use concept
followed by our company, we not only
manage our lands for maximum
sustained yield, but take into full
consideration the public interest in
aesthetics, recreation, wildlife,
watershed, and the protection of en-
vironmental and historical values.
In the states in which we operate, we
have been successful in devising codes
of standard forest practices, which
insure that privately-owned acreage is
managed constructively.
What we want to see in the•
management of our national forests are
the same considered practices we
follow in the management of our own
lands. If the U. S. Forest Service is
given the opportunity to employ
modern techniques in the management
of this vast resource, our national
forests not only will be healthier but
will be able to produce on a sustained
basis a more equitable share of the
wood resources needed by our nation.
Since further recourse in the courts is
not a practieal solution, the question of
how our national forests should be
managed in the best interest of the
nation can be remedied only by federal
legislation. Fortunately, Congress now
has before it intelligent new legislation
sponsored by Senator Humphrey. This
bill not only would set aside the out-
moded restrictions of the Organic Act,
but would put our national forests on a
sound management basis by
prescribing environmentally sound
forest management principles that
consider all multiple-use values im-
portant to our nation.
Thoughtful legislation utilizing the
best of scientific advances in the
management of our national forests is
important to you as an individual, to
your community and to your nation.
Members of Congress must be
thoroughly informed on these issues
when the Humphrey bill comes before
them. Then enclosed leaflet explains
what you can do to let your represen-
tatives in Congress know that you
support an approach that will bring to
the public all the benefits we expect
from our national forest lands —
wildlife habitat, recreational op-
portunities, watershed protection, as
well as timber supply.
Sincerely,
David L. Luke, 3rd
President
Westvaco
Isn't It The Truth
Scientists warn us that we are
making too much noise in the cities and
even in the villages, and they are
concerned that we seem unable to quiet
down. We never will, of course, so long
as we humans of 1976 do not want to
give up political argument, TV, hi-fi,
traffic growl, women and the creatures
that invented all of it — men.
Bible Thought
But be, willing to justify himself,
said unto Jesus, "And who is my
neighbor?" Luke 10:29.
According to the teaching of
Jesus, a neighbor is anyone in need.
And geography imposes no limita-
tions!
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
Published every afternoon except Sun-
days July 4. Christmas Day New Year's
Day ond Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St Murray.
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Pod at Murray
Ky 42021
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by corners. 52 25 per month payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia
and Farmington Ky ond Poris
Buchanan and Puryeor Test., $15 00
per year By moll to other destinations
530 00 per year.
Member of Associated Press. Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
4`' r lIonate..1-arUcles on thus page are petserealdlor
. line a heroin tor the tree exchange of diffeetrrg
tn. editor us reapon44to editorials and
ouraged
,...sp.iper strong') believe that to lutist
those shich•parrallel the esbtonal
•••;auer aould be a dissersIce to our readers.
ao not agree with an editorial stand of
hd.o.ido.li writer in a co/uson. to respond
II. .sLarLULA' OVILIg thSKA11.1Cd
hEARTliN
HEARITINF: is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. II you dare a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HE AKILLNE, 8,514 N.
Main St., Daytou, uhto 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I am 58 years of age and
have worked under railroad retirement
for 32 years. At what age can I
retire ?—H.G.K.
Answer: Under the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1974, a career
railroad worker with at least 30 years of
credible service in the railroad industry
may retire between 60 and 64 with a full
annuity. Workers with less than 30
years of service in the railroad industry
must work to age 65 for full annuities.
However, they are eligible for a
redUced annuity starting at age 62. A
worker's annuity is reduced by 1-180 for
each full month he is under age 65 when
his annuity begins.
Heartline. From 1940 to 1943 I was
employed as a shipping clerk by a
railroad. I will soon retire and was
wondering whether I will be eligible for
10 Years Ago
Eleven indictments were returned by
the Grand Jury in making the report to
Judge Earl Osborne and the Calloway
County Circuit Court this morning.
CoL Thomas Brown of Lynhurst
Resort was re-elected president of the
Kentucky Lake Vacation Land
Association for the fifth consecutive
year John Perryman of the Hitching
Post was re-elected vice-president.
Mrs. Jack Blackwell will serve as
general chairman of the 1966 Charity
Ball to be held in June at the Student
Union Budding, Murray State
University.
Births reported include a girl,
Cynthia, to Mr. and Mrs. Jacky Hughes
on May 2.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Mayfield 4-2 in a baseball game.
20 Years Ago
Ann and Gale Douglas, daughters of
Mr and Mrs. Harold Douglas of
Murray, won superior for the second
straight year in a two piano number at
the Kentucky High School Music
Festival held at Bowling Green. They
are students at Murray High School.
Mrs. J. H. Wyman of North 16th
Street reached the age of 100 years
yesterday. Among the greetings she
received were telegrams from
President Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Senator Earle Clements.
Mrs. Alice Steely was chosen the 1956
Master Homemaker of Calloway
County.
Dave Shelby of the Tappan Company
showed the new Tappan Electronic
Oven at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. He was introduced by
Verne Kyle who was in charge of the
program.
Births reported include a girl, Debora
Faye, to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Miller
Dodd on April 23.
Let's Stay Well
Roughage Aids The Bowel
Roughage in the diet has
gained more acceptance by
physicians in the management of
certain deases of the colon
(large intestine)
TheCniOnLc about six feel in
length and extends from the
lower end of the small intestine
to the reel urn The large in•
testine begins in the lower right
side of the abdomen. goes up-
ward toward the liver and lower
right chest wall, loops across the
upper abdomen to the left
toward the rats and spleen. and
finally runs down the left side of
the atalomen into the pelvis to
pin the rectum
The fecal material is of watery
corsistency as it paS4PS frown the
grail intestine into the colon
where much of the water bile
and nther chemicals are reab-
sorbed into the blond stream and
reused The content Ls moved
hack and forth through the col-
on; a passes gradually in a a
firmer state into the rectum and
By F-11- BlassIgarne, M
later is expelled periodically as
stool.
As the colon does its work. the
muscular layers in its walls con-
tract against the fecal content
The force of the muscular con-
tractions vary, the contractionis
generally stronger in persons
with an irritable bowel (colons.
which is often found in terse.
nervous individuals Ther.p con
tractions may be the source of
daytune pain in such cases.
Certain persoes develop out
pocke(inia, or diverticuia. as a
result of years of contraction of
the muscles in the walls of the
colcon These nutpncketings take
place through weakened areas
between the muscles' fibers
Thew divesticula may become
filled or impacted with feral
material Inflammation may
follow prialtring diverticulitis
which like appendicitis, may re-
quire surgery if spontaneous
healing or antibiotics will not
control it
To soften the stool in cases of
irritable colon and to avoid con
stipation, roughape now is ac-
cepted as a very satisfactory
method of preventing hardened
stools, which may cause ab-
dominal pain, gash and aggrava-
tion of the colon more than softer
stools A diet high in whole-grain
hreads and other whole-grain
cereal products, fruits, and
vegetables produces a large.
bulky stool that easily is pro-
pelled through the bowel.
Qs Mrs. P wants to know if a
wornan taking methadone as a
sulbstitute for heroin can have a
normal baby
A A number of pregnant
women on maintenance doses of
methadone in New York City
were studied and reported on in
the Journal of the American
Medical Asinciation. They tier-
sted pregnancy No atoessive
number of congenital defect,
were noted in the newborns.
Blasingame
Some of them showed with
drawa) symptoms vomiting and
difficulty in breathing), and their
birth weights were generall,
lower than thaw of babies of
wcmen who had no heinry of
drug abuse Under professicnal
care, a woman on methadone
can carry a pregnancy safely
and expect a haby who develops
normally, except for the usual
nsks and thcLse mentioned
A Mr A.W asks if the United
States Ls devoting more of its
resources to scientific and toed,
cal research than other nation,-
A I regret to advise you that
accia ding to Science News, the
proportion of our greets national
product spent for research and
development has stearin%
declaied over the last decarii•
now at 24 per cent ) At the same
time, such expenditures has
been growing in Japan West
(ermany and the Soviet Union
-s
railroad retirement. If not, can 1 get
back the taxes that I paid into the
railruad retirement fund?—D.H.
Answer: The basic eligibility
requirement for a regular retirement
annuity is 10 years 120 months) of
service in the railroad industry. Since
you have less than 10 yeara..of service,
you are not eligible for a railroad
retirement annuity.
A worker cannot have his railroad
retirement taxes refunded, however. At
the time of retirement his railroad
credits are transferred to the Social
Security Administration for use in
computing his Social Security benefits.
Heartline: I remember seeing
President Ford on television saying
that he wanted to increase Social
Security taxes for people now working.
I have not heard anything else on this.
Do you know what happened? —R.F.
Answer President Ford's proposed
.6 per cent increase in the Social
Security tax has been killed for all
practical purposes. The bill did not get
out of committee in either House of
Congress. The bill was sent to the
Senate's Finance Committee and the
House of Representatives Ways and
Means Committee. These committees
have jurisdiction over Social Security
legislation hi their respective houses of
Congress. The Finance Committee
voted on Feb. 24, and the Ways and
Means Committee voted March 11.
Both recommended not to increase the
Social Security tax.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put13-Cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your question
to Heartline, please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 5, the 126th
day of 1976. There are 240 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1961, astronaut Alan
Shepard was rocketed 115 miles into
space from Cape Canaveral, Fla. He
was the first U.S. space explorer.
On this date:
In 1570, Turkey declared war on
Venice for refusing to surrender the
island of Cyprus.
In 1821, Napoleon Bonaparte died in
exile on the island of St. Helena. In 1824,
British .troops ,occupied Rangoon,
Burma.
In 1864, Union troops were routed by
Confederates in the Civil War Battle of
the Wilderness, west of
Fredericksburg, Va.
In 1936, war ended in Ethiopia as the
capital, Addis Ababa, fell to Italian
troops.
In 1955, West Germany became a
sovereign state as the terms of the
Paris agreements of 1954 went into
effect. ,
Ten years ago: Prices tumbled on
Wall Street after General Motors an-
nounced it would cut back production
because of a decline in car sales.
Five years ago: There was a
monetary crisis in Europe because of a
sell-off of U.S. dollars, and several
government banks suspended foreign
exchange trading.
One year ago: President Ford asked
Congress for more than $500 million to
aid the resettlement of South Viet-
namese refugees in the U.S.
Today's birthday: Food expert
James Beard is 71.
Thought for today If man had
heeded the advice always to keep both
feet on the ground, we- wouldn't be
living in the space age — anonymous.
Bicentaimial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General George
Washington reported to the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia that he had
moved his army to New York on the
premise that. the British would attack
the city but said he was willing to move
to any other location the Congress
indicated.




I want to congratulate you folks at the
Ledger & nines on the fantastic hun-
ting & fishing page you are making
available to the public. Since I've left
Murray I've worked for two
newspapers and edited two magazines
and I've yet to run upon a finer outdoor
page anywhere in the southeast. As
editor of a conservation publication I
can tell you that I'm impressed with the
educational aspects of the Fins N'
Feathers page. Not only does it keep the
fisherman and nature lovee intormed
but it always has something for the
hunter.
I'm also of the belief that you have
the largest outdoor coverage in the
southeast with your two full pages. No
other newspaper I know of has two
pages devoted strictly to the hunting &
fishing sports. I also feel that you have
some of the best outdoor writers in the
country on your staff. I've been trying
for some time to get Barry Drew to
write for TURKEY CALL but I guess
you keep him tied up with all he can
handle.
I often think of the good times you and
I had chasing after those largemouth
bass in the lakes that were so good to
both of us at times. I often think of the
great friendships and wonderful times
I've had in Murray and the Land
Between the Lakes area of west Ken-
tucky. I'll never forget that I got my
start right there at the good ole Ledger
& Times many years ago.
This ole country boy often wishes he
could relive those good times, but I
guess that now there are others coming
along that will take care of those good
times and will enjoy them for me. I
hope they gain as much from them and
the love for the out-of-doors that I have
throughout the years.
















Your choice of 645-14 or 078-14
with trade, plus $1.82 or $2.12
F.E.T., depending on size.
'Power Coshioal..Goodyror
Polyester Cord New Carlires
Sak Ends Saturday
for2 '50
A78-13 biackwall with trade
'Custom Power Cushion Polyglas'...Popular








Plus old ires and $1.75 t
depending on size.






















GR 78-15 $51.96 LR78-15 $63.16
Pius old tire and fl 98 to $3 34 F.E.T.,depending on size.
RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
GOODAEAR
8 Ways to Buy
• Cast, • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our OwnCustomer Credit Man avast,' charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Your independent Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown At Goody ear Service Stores.
Lube and Oil Change
$488 Up to 5 qts of majorbrand 10:30 grade oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication A oil change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts h smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks




• Complete Analysis and align-
ment correction — lo increase tire
mileage and Improve steering
safely • Precision equipment.
used by experienced mechanics.
helps ensure a precision align-
ment
$ 1188
Any U S made tar
parts extra if flIfeed








• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points. plugs & condenser • Test
charging/starting systems. adjust
carburetor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine • In
chides Datsun, Toyota. VW A
lieht trucks
66,yi
44I4 $4 to, aryl
$2 for i'entt
14 less lot t15 with electron., ;- • t
8 8
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 11:00 p.m.
721 S. 12th St 315 W. Broadway WO Jefferson 100S. Stateline
Murray, Ky. Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fulton, Ky.
753-0595 247-3711 442-5464 472-1000
•


















Field Fully Cooked Field Krey No. 1
Center-Cut
* •
Ham Slices I Dinner Franks I Wieners
$149
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with $10.00 order or more
Beans
15 01 4 cans
4othing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is Register Each
Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8'00 p. m





Kers and their Families not eligible to win
.You do not have to be precent In. win
Time You
vAdults only may register
A-1 Steak Sauce






Fresh Tender Pole Green
Beans






Lean Boneless 74- Armour Test Tender
Rolled










* • Reef eologne • liv er Cheese
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Governor Carroll Cites Improved (l
Relations With Local Government
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) --
Gov. Julian Carroll said that
the state administration has
tried to cut red tape and





Funeral services for Cecil
Paschall of 415 Sycamore
Street, Murray, will be held
today at three p.m. at North
Fork Baptist Church, where
he was a member, with Dr.
sill Whittaker andEro. Z. T.
Moody officiating.
Music will be by the North
Fork Church Choir with Virgil
Paschall as leader and Judy
Freeze as pianist. Pallbearers
will be Lowell and Vernon
Nance, Wallace Lassiter,
Tolbert Story, L. W. Paschall,
and C. D. Vinson, Jr.
Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Paschall, age 63, died
Tuesday at 1:20 a.m. at the
Intensive Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons and a 25
year member of Woodmen of
the World. He was a former
partner in Paschall Truck
Lines and later was self
employed in the trucking
business.
The Murray man and his
wife, the former Erie Orr,
who survives, were married
February 5, 1938. Born March
6, 1913, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of the
late William Chesley and
Arne Nance Paschall.
Survivors are his wife,
Exie; one daughter, Miss
Beverly Paschall, Dallas,
Texas; one son, Rex Paschall,
and two grandsons, James
Cecil Paschall and Andrew
Harold Paschall, Lee's
Summit, Mo.; one sister, Mrs.
Dallas (Maxine) Lassiter,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; one
brother, 0. T. Paschall,
Murray.
called on the federal gover-
nment to follow Kentucky's
lead in trying to improve
relationships with local
government.
He said a "unified policy"
within each federal agency
would "end the confusion and
ease the frustrations of many
who must find their way
through the maze of federal
regulationsand guidelines."
Carroll made the comments
Tuesday in Atlanta at a
meeting of the Southeastern
Federal Regional Council, a
grov representing various
federal agencies. The
governor was accrimpanied by
several Kentucky cabinet
officials, who were scheduled
to participate in workshops
with federal representatives.
The governor said Kentucky
has emphasized planning at
the local level, and that the
-cornerstone" of improved
state-local relations was the
creation in 1967 of 14 Area
Development Districts.
He said that, prior to their
creation, state officials had
sought little advice from local
government units.
Carroll said he hoped the
"pioneer work" in Kentucky
omm,s,/,06e/mlitice
Prices at mocks of local interest at noontoday furnahed to the Leslaer & TImoo byI I4 Simon Co are as ows
Industrial Avg  490
Aires 25% • in
Amer Motors 
Ashland Oil 2131/2 unc
AT&T 571/2
Ford 571/2 -1/2
Gen Motors 791/2 unc
Gen Tire 201/2 unc
Goodrich 26
Gulf 09 251/2 -1/2
Pe/triers It  33%




Western Union la "'a
Zenith 33%
Pnces of stock of local interest at noon
EMT today. furnished to the Ledger
flaws by Putt of Michigan,
Murray. areas follows
US Homes 9 unc
Kaufman & Broad 91/2 one
Ponderosa Systems 91/2 -1/2
Kimberly Clark 391/2 +Is
Union Carbide 70 -1/2
W R Grace 211/2 unc
Texaco 771/2 As
General Elec. 531/2 -04
OAF CoTactfic  15 unc
Georgia 54% one
Pfizer 27% +411
Jim Walters Sele +1/2
Kirsch, 15% mu
Disney 54 -1/2
Franklin Mint  331/2
Carl Ion Denbow of Murray State University greets for-
mer ABC News executive producer, documentaries, Av
Westin, a special guest speaker at the recent In-
ternational Radio and Television Society's Fifth Annual
Faculty Industrs Seminar in Tarrytown. N.Y. Denbow
was one of 65 academic participants in the annual event
which brings together academians from the com-
munications centers of colleges and universities
throughout the country and broadcast industry leaders
to exchange ideas and discuss mutual interests. This
year's seminar was entitled. "Television, the Real World:
Case Studies in Television Station Management."
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 66 Plural ending
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ui the development of a strung
partnership between state and
local government would serve
as an example of what could
be done at the federal-state-
local level.
"A concept of planning from
the bottom up has fully
developed out of our state-
ADD partnership," he said.
Carroll cited development of
the statewide integrated grant
Hubbard To
Be Speaker
At Nebo H. S.
First District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, D'-Mayfield,
will be principal speaker, May
15 at a Bicentennial Reunion
of Nebo High School
graduates, former residents
and residents of Nebo.
The Hopkins County
program will be a two day
affair with opening
ceremonies slated for 6 p.m.
May 14 at the Elementary
School in Nebo.
Retired Michigan in-
dustrialist Jim Ligon, of
Almont, Mich., a graduate of
Nebo Elementary School, will
speak at the opening day
program.
Other highlights of the first
day will include an exhibit of
art works by Nebo artist Edith
Blanchard Whitfield, an old
fashioned variety show,
square dance, and an open-pit
barbecue dinner sponsored by
the Masonic Lodge, the Order





president of the Alumni
Association, said a record
number of the Alumni and
residents are expected at this
year's reunion.
Congressman Hubbard will
speak fallowing the dinner
May 15 and will present a flag
which was flown over the U. S.
Capitol to Narvin Darnall,
Principal of Nebo Elementary
School.
In addition, those attending
the reunion will hear from
Oscar Corbin, Jr., now mayor
of Fort Myers, Fla. and a
former resident of Nebo
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
5, MIS
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 412 Est. 750 Barrows &
Gilts Staidy Sows under 500 steady over
500-1 00 lower
US 1-2 26113-%30 lbs $4833.48 if)
Several 48.75
US 1-3 200-240 lba  847 75-48.25
US 2-4340-20011*  946.75-47.75
US 3-4290-290 the. 945.75-4675
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 640 00-41 00
US 1-3 3013-45016s. 94630-4150
US 1-3 450-650 Ibis.  1 50





Donald Glenn Hughes, M.
D. has completed continuing
education requirements to
retain active membership in
the American Academy of
Family Physicians, the
national association of family
doctors. The Academy for-
merly was called the
American Academy of
General Practice.
The requirements call for
members to complete a
minimum of 150 hours of
accredited continuing medical
study every three years.
Members become eligible for
reelection at the end of the
third year following their
election to membership. The
Academy, the country's
second largest national
medical association, is the
only national medical group
that requires members to
keep up with medical progress
through continuing education.
The Academy, founded in
1947 and headquartered in
Kansas City, Mo., was in-
strumental in the establish-
ment of a new primary
specialty in family practice in
1969. The new specialty is
expected to increase the
numbers of family physicians
available to serve the public in
the future. The Academy's
continuing education program
is the foundation of eligibility
for family doctors now in
practice who apply for cer-
tification in the new
speciality.
administration progratn as
the "best example of federal-
state-local teamwork,''
because it "cut red tape,
eliminated duplication and
minimized overlapping at
federal and state levels."
The state has taken other
steps toward reducing the
amount of red tape, he said,
citing the 1974 General
Assembly's enactment of
legislation to require each
state agency to submit
existing regulations for
review.
"Not only are our ad-
ministrative regulations now
up-to-date, but the tendency of






Colsen, 32, of Hazel, Ky., was
indicted Monday by the Henry
County Grand Jury on a first-
degree murder charge in the
death last March of Roger
Dale Moon.
Moon, 23, of Paris, died at
Madison County Hospital a
week after being hit on the
head with a pool cue during a
fight at a Paris restaurant
March 8.
5
Newly-installed officers of the Murray High School
Student Council include: President Jan Outlarsd, Vice-




The Murray High School
Student Council installed the
newly-elected officers for




daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L Outland; Vice-
President, Janie Flora,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora; Secretary,
Leeanna Dick, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick; and
Treasurer, Tressa Brewer,




Alexander and presented him
a plaque and fishing equip-
ment as he terminates 14
years as principal and begins
his duties as assistant
superintendent. They also
presented gifts to their
sponsors, Mrs. Jane Fitch and
Mark Brady. They also
recognized Coach Tommy
Turner for his election to
Murray State Hall of Fame.
The Stage Band, under the
direction of Joe Sills,
presented several numbers.
Continental Grain Co. Fined
$500,000 For Shortweighing
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Continental Grain Co. has
been fined $500,000 for shor-
tweighing grain at one of its
elevators, and representatives
of the firm who pleaded no
contest to a federal indictment
said they would pay im-
mediately.
U.S. District Court Judge
Frederick Heebe imposed the
maximum possible fine on
Tuesday — $10,000 for each of
50 counts.
Continental lawyers entered
a no contest plea hours after a
federal grand jury handed up
the indictment accusing the
grain exporter of
manipulating scales at its
Westwego, La., export
elevator.
It was the latest develop-
ment in a two-year federal
crackdown on shortweighing,
misgrading and other
corruption in the grain export
trade. More corporate in-
dictments are expected, of-
ficials said.
Continental was accused of
tampering with its scales from
March 1971 through June 1975
so that each of 50 shipments of
grain was one-twentieth of one
per cent lighter than the
company claimed on its U.S.
Customs declarations.
The company said in a
statement that the difference
would amount to about 100,000
bushels per year. U.S.
Customs spokesman Richard
Wright called the estimate
"about right."
Agriculture Department




ventories worth $16.9 million
at its elevators over a five-
year period.
Since the investigation
began two years ago, 48
persons and Mx companies
have been indicted on such
charges as bribery, theft and




The Century Singers from
Benton will be featured at a
gospel singing to be held at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church on Saturday, May 8, at
7:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be served
and there is no admission
charge.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 358.0,
up 0.6.
Below dam 300.9, down 0.1
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358.0,
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.5, go change.
Sunset 7:48. Sunrise 5:58.
40o











Coffee and buttery muffins? Coffee
and sugary donuts? Coffee and anything
...as long as it's good, mouth-watering
coffee. Instant Maxwell House!
Fresh flavor. Fresh tasting. And you
make every cup fresh. In fact, with
Instant Maxwell House every cup tastes
fresh—like your first cup in the morning.
And here's a 40( savings so you can
enjoy that fresh taste all through the day.
Day after day. Instant Maxwell House.
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CLOSE RACE -It was a very close race in the 60-yard hurdles but Stacy Overby of the Tigers
(extreme right) just did nip Rose Ross (center) of the loiters. Taking third in the event was
Sherry Snyder (left) of the takers. -
(lodger 8, Timis Stott Photos)
Flyers Grab 3-1 Lead While
Islanders Win To Stay Alive
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Battered Boston and fiesty
New York have one thing in
common - they are a loss
away from the National
Hockey League season's end.
The Philadelphia Flyers
hold a 3-1 edge over Boston
and the Montreal Canadiens
have an identical advantage
over the New York Islanders
in their best-of-seven Stanley
Cup semifinal playoff series.
Philadelphia clipped the
Bruins 4-2 Tuesday night for
their third straight victory
while New York staeed off the
Canadiens 5-2, snapping a
three-game losing streak.
"I thought we played well
enough even though we didn't
do any hitting," Philadelphia
Coach Fred Shero said.
"Boston was keyed up in the
first period. Then they lost
some key players and that
didn't help."
Right wing Bobby Schmautz
was the most seriously hurt of
the Bruies, suffering a broken
left knee cap. Wayne Cash-
man, another right wing, also
was taken to the hospital with
damaged ligaments in his left
knee while center Jean
Ratelle suffered back muscle
spasms.
"Schmautz is through,
Ratelle is through, and so is
Cashman," Boston Coach Don
Cherry said. At least they're
through for the next couple of
games, and if we don't win the










1.1 A r Shop:, n.;1
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your Mother Out ShOppong
COMpreMenCf
serious trouble.
"It all boils down to one
gamefor us."
Reggie Leach tied Montreal
great Maurice Richard's NHL
record of scoring in eight
consecutive games and Orest
Kindrachuk tallied the
decisive goal to lead
Philadelphia's victory.
"They deserved to win
tonight," Cherry said of the
Flyers. "They played a better
game."
Terry O'Reilly scored both
Boston goals in the opening
period, sandwiched around a
score by Philadelphia's Mel
Bridgman. Leach tied it at 2-2
in the opening minute of the
second period and Kin-
drachuk's goal at 2:59 of the
final session moved the Flyers
in front to stay.
Joe Watson scored the final
Philadelphia goal.
Jude Drouin of the Islan-
ders, a former member of the
Montreal Canadiens, scored
two goals and an assist
against his former mates.
Defenseman Denis Potvin
added a goal and two assists
and Bill MacMillan had a goal.
Down 4-0, Montreal came
back in the third period with
two goals by Guy Lafleur
Drop Out
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. (API - An amateur and a
professional have dropped out





Association Hall of Fame
member Louise Suggs said
Tuesday .they would not
compete.
Play in the 72-hole event
begins Thursday at Moss
Creek Plantation's Devil's
Elbow course. Par is 72 over
the 6,100-yard layout.
In a better ball-pairs
competition Tuesday, Murle
Breer and Bonnie Lauer took
first place with a 66. The
teams of Kathy Whitworth and
Carol Mann and Judy Rankin
and Hollis Stacy were tied for
second at 67, whilvmateur
Nancy Lopez -and her
professional partner, Gloria
Ehret, and amateur Debbie
Massey and pro Betsy Cullen
had 6&s.
before Lorne Henning ended
the scoring with a 150-foot shot
into an empty Montreal net.
Montreal net.
"We almost played 60
minutes this time," said New
York Coach Al Arbour.
Montreal goalie Ken Dryden
said: "We started slowly
tonight. For the first three
games we started that way
and managed to win. But
against opposition like this,






split a pair of track meets with
East Calloway Tuesday af-
ternoon.
The Southwest girls won a
close 54-46 dual meet over the
East girls.
In the boys' competition,
East raced to an easy 73-27
victory.
Here are the results of the
meet:
sseie sake,
shot put: 1. Wilson E,
3. Dick SW).( 25-8
discus, 1. Wagoner • E , 3 Paschall
SW) 3 Dick ,SW: 51-11.
long jump 1 Tucker E 2 Perry
(SW , 3. Jones SW 13-3',
high jump 1. Miller , SW ) 2. King (E)
1 tie Cunningham E ), Rutherford ‘SW )
and Weber f E ). 3-9.
604ow hudrles: 1. Higgins S'11 2.
WakeLsrwi I E ) 3. Miller SW). 9.6.
504ard dash: 1. Higgins (SW) 2.
Eldridge El 3. Calhoun (SW L7.0.
100-yard dash: 1. Tucker 1E) 2. Olive
SW ) 3. HigginS I SW )13.0.
440-yard dash: I. Calhoun SW) 2-
Eurgerson (F: ) 3. Wakeland E). 812.0.
810-yard run: I. :' SW/ 2. King
E3. !McBride 1SW 3,06.
120-yard dash: I. Furgerso0 E 2.
Capps SW, 3. Eldridge I E ). 13.0.
890-yard relay: 1. Southwest (Calhoun,
Fleming, Perry and Miller,. 2:18.
440-yard relay: I Southwest Olive,
Capps Higipi.s and Calhoim ) 62.5
sew Ilamolto
shot put. I Childress • E , 2 Holsapple
• SW 3. Williams , SW, 36-9.
discuss: 1. Childress E 2: Barger
SW )3. Crittenden , SW ).116-361.
long jump. 1 Overby (SW) 2. Emer-
son ) 3 Perry (swl.is-s.
high jump: 1. Barnett fE ) 2. Smith (E
3. Stubblefield (SW). 5-3.
60-low hurdles: 1. Overby )SW) 2..Mc-
Cuiston E, 3. Crittenden (SR/ ). 9.3.
mile-run: 1. E. Kirks if i 2. Stone r
3. Holsapple I SW 1. 6.13.
100-yard dash. I. Emerson E ) 2.
Overby , SW ) 3. Morton 'El. 11.6
440-yard clash• 1 McCuiston E 1 2.
Miller ,•E ) 3. Marlowe El. 70.0.
880-yard run • I. E. Kirks (El 2. Cook
E'3 Crittenden ,SW ). 2:39.
220-yard dash: I. Emerson (E .1 2 Me-
CuiWon El 3. Lamb SW).( 29.6.
880-yard relay • 1. East (Miller, Smith.
Williams and Morton 2:01.
440-relay: 1 East Morriaon, Mc-
Ctuston, Emerson and (hildress). 511.0.
*agorae (E
SCHOOL RECORD- Tommy Futrell of Calloway County set is
new school record in the rnie-run Tuesday afternoon. He
crossed the line in 443.11 to nip Dewey Siegler of the Tigers.
whew I Tinos Stwff Photo,)
Laker Girls Cruise To Win
Over Tigers In Track Meet
Two fine girls' track teams,
both with a lot of talent, got
together at Murray High for a
dual meet Tuesday and the
host Tigers were defeated 73-
46 by powerful Calloway
County.
Calloway County's main
strength came in the relay
races where the Lakers
captured three of th q four
events. 
_ „
The Laker 440-relay team of
Clara Cole, Diana Lawrence,
Ellen Mahan and Felicia
Pinner turned in a fine 52.1
clocking to win first place. In
the. 880-yard relay, the Laker
team of' Mahan, Lawrence,
Cole and Rose Ross won in a
1:54, the best time of the
season for the Calloway team
this year.
In the mile-relay, Calloway
won with a 4:44 with Vickie
Carraway, Lawrence, Mahan
and Ross running the legs.
Murray High managed to
pull out a victory in the 880-
medley relay with a time of
2:04.4. Running the legs for
the Tigers were Brenda
Adams, Lisa Francis, Jaina
Washer and Barbara Cain-
pbell.
The Tigers scored four first
places in the field events.
Debbie Payne won the shot put
with a 31-0 while Kim Kemp
and Kathy Calhoun, both of
the Lakers, placed second and
third with respective tosses of
28-10'1 and 28-5v2.
Payne made it a double win
by throwing the discus 90-3 for
first while Kemp of the Lakers
was second with 89-534 and
teammate Melessa Thorn
third with an effort of 84-5.
The Tigers', 44ina Masher
won the long jump with a 15-1
while Calloway took second
and third with Pinner going 14-
9l-2 and Sherry Snyder 14-8.
Brook Dickson of the Tigers
cleared the bar at 4-6 to win
the high jump while the
Lakers' Sandy Bibb and
Vickie Carraway shared
second place with efforts of 4-
4.
Murray also did well in the
hurdling events where Stacy
Overby scored a pair of wins.
In the 60-yard hurdles,
Overby won first with a 9.6
with Calloway taking the next
two places. Ross was second
in 9.6 and Sherry third in 9.9.
Overby turned in an 18.1 to
win the 110-yard hurdles while
Ross was second in 18.6 and
Snyder third in 18.9.
Clara Cole of the Lakers
smokefil the field in the 104-
yard dash. Cole, a sophomore,
recorded a fine 12.0 for first
while Brenda Adams of the
Tigers was second in 12.6 and
teammate Althea Parham
was third in 13.0.
As usual, Felicia . Pinner
dominated the other two
sprints, the 220 and 440-yard
dashes.
Pinner flew away from
everyone in the 220-yard dash
and recorded a 27.5 and would
have had a better time had she
not stopped short of the finish
line and then had to start up
again.
Parham took second for the
Tigers in 30.4 while Washer
was third with a 30.5 for
Murray.
In the 440-yard dash, again
it was Pinner in an easy win.
The Laker sophomore, who
took second in the state last
year in the 440, won with a61.1
while Tiger freshman Bar-
bara Campbell was second in
65.7. Laker freshman Ellen
Mahan, who had just run a
race only a few minutes
earlier, placed third in the 440
with a. fine gt.7. - '-
Calloway dominated the
middle distances with Vickie
Carraway taking first in the
880-yard run in 2:56.7 to lead a




Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 8 p.m. Thursday at
Southwest Elementary.
All interested persons are
urged to attend.
On May 13, the club will be
meeting at 8 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
was second in 3:03 while Terri
Morris came on strong at the
end to finish in third with a
3:15.
Overby just did win the
mile-run, nipping Lisa
Carraway as the Lakers swept
that event.
Overby finished in 6:28.3,
just .3 second in front of
Carraway; Morris was third
with 86:52.5. "
The Tiger girls will be
running today in a dual home
meet with Mayfield.
The Calloway girls will host




Hans Kary of Austria upset
third-seeded Corrado
Barazzutti of Italy 6-3, 4-6, 6-4
in opening-round action of the
$50,000 Bavarian International
Tennis Championships.
DA1,14fiS - Harold Solomon
ousted defending champion
Arthur Ashe 7-5, 3-6, 6-1,6-3 in









for underarms, the other























For people who vvant coffee good... and fast' Brews a
full 10 cups in less than five minutes. It's drip
made-never bitter because it's never boiled, and
there's never a messy clean-up because the filters are
disposable. A hot water funnel lets you get hot water






Rotating nylon tine cuts
grass and weeds with ease













CHOOSE FROM 26 JAMESTOWN COLORS
And White
Protects and wears like oil-base,
yet it's latex-flows on smooth-
ly, dries dust-and bug-free in 30
minutes; soapy water cleanup.
One coat usually covers. Custom
colors available at higher price.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE










































































































Tiger Boys Coast To
101-34 Dual Meet Win
The Murray High boys'
track team, showing signs of
becoming one of the top teams
in the Region, smashed
visiting Calloway County 101-
34 in a dual track meet held
Tuesday afternoon.
The Tigers, who had several
outstanding performances
last weekend in the Murray
State invitational, took first
place in 12 of the 16 events.
Laker . distance runner
Tommy Futrell was the star of
the day for Calloway County.
In the mile-run, Futrell
kicked hard off the final 100-
yards of homestretch to nip
Use Tigers' Dewey Siegler at
the finish line.
Futrell posted a school
record of 4:43.8 while Siegler
was second in 4:44.9. In third
place was Randy McCalion of
the Lakers who finished with a
5:02.1.
HEADED TOWARD VICTORY—Murray Highs Claude Johnson
goes over the final hurdle and he prepares to hit his finishing
kick in the 1110-low hurdles. Johnson took first in the event
'
ANOTHER WIN Clara Cole of the Laker:, alio seems to be
making a habit of winning first in the 100-yard dash, does lust
that here as she crosses in front of Brenda Adams of the
Tigers. Cole was clocked in 12.0 while Adams turned in 12.6.
victory as he again kicked
hard at the end to nip Bill
McHugh of the Tigers in the
880-yard run. Futrell finished
in 2:15.4 while McHugh was
just .1 second off the pace. In
third was the Tigers' Donnie
Williams who finished in
2:27.7.
As-usual, Mike Skinner got
his two wins in the jumping
events.
In the long jump, Skinner
won with a 20-434 while David
Williams of the Lakers was
second in 19-6k4 and Gary
Moore of the Tigers third with
18-3N.
The Tigers took the first two
places in the triple jump with
Skinner winning with a 40-3/4
while Bob Wilder was second
with 37-10. Terry Adams of the
Lakers was third with an
effort of 37-61/2.
In other field events, Tim
Lane led a Murray sweep in
the shot put. Lane was first
with 44-10, Tony Boone second
with 43-10 and freshman David
Stephenson third with 40-2.
Terry Clark won the discus
for the Lakers with a 110-91/2
while Lane of the Tigers was
second with a 107-10z and
Stephenson of the Tigers third
with a 105-10.
Richie Richardson of the
Tigers, a three letterman, won
the high jump with a personal
best of 6-1 while sophomore
Reggie Ballard of the Lakers
set a school record and took
second with a 6-0. Chris Kurz
of the Tigers cleared 5-10 for
third.
Murray High earned the
. first two places in the pole
vault with Bill McHugh





The Calloway County golf
team lost their last match of
the regular season Tuesday at
the hands of the Mayfield
Cardinals 327-363.
Eighteen holes were played
in this match rather than the
usual nine holes.
The Laker golfers found the
Mayfield course rather dif-
ficult as the scores were high.
Leading the Lakers once
again was Kevin D'Angelo
who shot an 80. He was
followed by Joe Janecek with
a 91, Bobby Fike with a 94 and
Anthony Fike with a 97. Mike
Howard finished with an even
100.
Mayfield was led by
Hawkins with an 80.
The Lakers, who finish the
regular season with a 3-6
record, will play in the
Regional Golf Tournament
Monday at the Mayfield
Course where the Lakers hope
to improve on their play
Iron-Man Wilbur Wood Fires
Four-Hitter To Beat Orioles
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Wilbur Wood, who has won
109 games for the Chicago
White Sox since 1971, is their
stopper. There's no doubt he's
also their starter.
Wood once started both
halves of a doubleheader. In
1972, he tied a Chicago White
Sox record by starting 49
games. Last year, he led the
American League in starts
with 43.
This year, he's starting
right where he left off. The
rubber-armed lefthander
started his sixth game of the
season Tuesday night, baffling
the Baltimore Orioles 3-1 with
a tantalizing four-hitter.
Elsewhere in the American
-.League, the Kansas City
Royals tripped the Boston Red
Sox 7-5; the Minnesota Twins
edged the Detroit Tigers 5-4 in
10 innings; the Texas Rangers
dropped the Milwaukee
Brewers 7-4; the New York
Yankees shaded the California
Angels 2-1, and the Oakland
A's,. stopped the Cleveland
Indians 8-4.
The White Sox gave Wood
enough support to allow him to
post his third victory in six
decisions. They scratched out
two runs in the second inning
without pushing the ball past
the infield.
The subtle attack was built
on a walk, an infield single,
loser Ken Holtzman's
throwing error for one run and
catcher Dave Duncan's throw
into centerfield on an at-
tempted steal for the second
run.
Holtzman, 2-1, didn't get
much offensive help from his
new Oriole teammates,
particularly ex-Oakland star
Reggie Jackson, who was
playing in his second game for
Baltimore since ending a four-
week holdout. Jackson flied
out and hit two infield
grounders — all with runners
in scoring position — and
struck out.
Yankees 2, Angels 1
Yankee newcomer Dock
Ellis raised his record to 3-0
with last-inning relief help
from Sparky Lyle, who in-
duced Rusty Torres to ground
into a game-ending double
play.
Ellis, who has given up a
total of two runs in his three
victories, was backed by
sixth-inning homers from Roy
White and Chris Chambliss,
who has now hit in 13 straight
games.
Royals 7, Red Sox 5
The Red Sox, last year's
American League champions,
are mired in last place in the
AL East with a 6-10 record.
Lefthander Bill Lee hasn't
won in three decisions.
Lee was victimized by a
five-run Kansas City second
inning, including Amos Otis'
three-run homer. Otis also
belted a solo shot for Kis
second homer of the year, in
the fifth.
Rangers 7, Brewers 4
Hank Aaron finally hit his
first homer of the season, the
746th of his career, but it was
in a losing cause. Toby Harrah
cracked a pair of homers and
Mike Hargrove stroked a two-
run single to cap a four-run
sixth inning that led the
Rangers to their fifth straight
victory.
Twins 5, Tigers 4
Buich Wynegar and Dan
Ford slammed consecutive
homers in the 10th off reliever
Bill Laxton to lift Minnesota
past Detroit. The Tigers had
tied the game 3-3 in the ninth
on RBI hits by Ron LeFlore
and Alex Johnson.
A's 8, Indians 4
Joe Rudi, the major league
RBI leader with 26, drove in
three runs with a pair of
doubles and a single to power
Oakland past Cleveland.
Futrell made it a double * Orr going over 9-0 for second
and the Lakers' Kevin
Scruggs went 8-6 for third.
In the sprints, Randy Orr of
the Tigers scored a double by'
winning the 100 and 220-yard
dashes.
Orr won the 100 in 10.9 while
teammate Claude Johnson
was second with 11.2 and
Raltard of the Lakers third
with 11.5. In the 220, Orr -won
with a 24.4 while teammate
Todd Harrison was second
with a 25.0 and Ballard third
with a 25.3.
Harrison easily won the 440-
yard 'dash with -a 54.0 while
teammate Grettis Bumphis
was second in 57.4 and Troy
Garland of the Lakers was
third in 58.3.
McCallon won the two-mile
run with an 11:19 while car-
twright of the Tigers was
second in 12:38. There was no
third-place finisher.
In the hurdling events, Chris
Kurz of the Tigers won the 120-
highs in 18.1 while teammate
Gary Moore was second in 18.8
and Teddy Alexander of the
lakers third in 20.5.
In the 180-low hurdles,
Claude Johnson of the Tigers
won with a 22.0 while team-
mate and brother Craig
Johnson was second in23.8. In
third was Gary Henson of the
Lakers who was clocked in
24.1.
The Tigers won both the
relays. In the 880-relay,
Murray won with a 1:39 with
Claude Johnson, Orr, Bum-
phis and Wilder running the
legs.
In the mile-relay, the Tigers
won in 3:47.1 with Bumphis,
Siegler,. Kurz and Harrison all
running legs.
The Tigers host Mayfield to
a dual meet at home today
before competing in the WKC
Meet Saturday at Stewart
Stadium.
The Lakers will run at home
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Makes a full ten cup decanter








Rich earth-tone stoneware inset has snug-
fitting glass cover. Cooks all day for just pen-
nies. Brings out the goodness of old fashioned
cookery. 31,2 quart.
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Disposable twin blade razor. Com-
plete shaving system. Great for
travel.
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Dave Bristol, in his third
stint as a major league
manager, this time with the
Atlanta Braves, is learning
once again that the life of a
big-league skipper is not an
easy one.
"You die a little bit in games
—like' this," said Bristol after
his Braves blew a three-run
lead and dropped their eighth
consecutive decision, an 8-7
loss to the St. Louis Car-
dinals in 12 innings Tuesday
night: The Braves' current
losing Streak is the longest the





finished fourth out of a field of
10 teams over the weekend at
the Paducah Junior High
Invitational Track Meet.
Scores were: Charleston,
Mo., 62, Metropolis 40,
Brazelton 331/2, Murray
Middle 17, North Marshall
151/2, Paris 111/2, East
Calloway 5, Benton 41/2, Jetton
4 and South Marshall 0.
Randy Garland earned a
first place for the Tigers as he
threw the discus 121-31/2 to
easily outdistance everyone
else in the event.
In the shot put, Nicky Swift
took third with a throw of 40-7
and in the 50-yard dash, Swift
tied for third with a 6.3.
Bradley Wells tiert for third
with a height of 4-16 in the high
jump and was fifth in the 18 -̂
yard dash with a 21.5. In the
long jump, Nick Hibbard was
third with a 16-5L4.
The Tigers will be at South-
west for a dual meet Thursday
and at East Monday.
the franchise was moved frail
Milwaukee to Atlanta a
decade ago.
The Braves erupted for six
runs in the second inning and
led 7-4 after three, but couldn't
hold on. They came within one
out of victory, but St. Louis
tied the score with two out in
the ninth and then wereit in the
12th on a run-scoring double
by Ted Simmons, his fourth hit
of the game.
In other National League
games, the Los Angeles
Dodgers beat the Chicago
Cubs 9-6, the Philadelphia
Phillies blanked the Houston
Astros 5-0, the Pittsburgh
Pirates edged the San
Francisco Giants 6-5 and the
New York Mets defeated the
Cincinnati Reds 5-3. San Diego
at Montreal was postponed
because of cold weather.
St. Louis reached Atlanta
starter Phil Niekro for a pair
of runs in each of the first two
innings. But the Braves
erupted for their biggest in-
ning of the season, scoring six
runs in the third, the final
three on a homer by off-season
acquisition Jim Wynn.
Atlanta added another run
in the third on an RBI triple by
Darrel Chaney.
Niekro hit Bake McBride
with a pitch in the fifth inning
and balked him to second. He
scored on Simmons' single. A
solo homer by Simmons in the
eighth made it 7-6, then with
two out in the ninth, pinch-
hitter Mike Anderson doubled
and Lou Brock followed with a
run-scoring single to tie the
score.
McBride, who had homered
in the first inning, singled in
the 12th and came home with
the winning run on Simmons'
double.
Dodgers 9, Cubs 6
Los Angeles posted its 10th
consecutive victory and took a
one-game lead in the NL West
USE OTASCO CREDIT
UP to 5783
ON A SET of 4 BRUNSWICK
SUPER PREMIUM GLASS BELTED TIRES
by beating the Cubs behind
home runs by Henry Cruz and
Ron Cey. Burt Hooton got the
victory, with relief help from
Mike Marshall.
Mets 5, Reds 8
The Reds dropped one game
back of the Dodgers by bowing
to the Mets. Dave Kingman hit
his 10th homer of the season
and Tom Seaver raised his
record to 4-0.
Reliever Skip Lockwood,
who entered the game in the
seventh inning with the Mets
leading 5-2, struck out Johnny
Bench with the bases loaded.
lockwoodighen , struck .out
Mike Lum to end the inning,
and went on to post his third
save of the season.
Phils 5, Astros 0
Jim Lonborg, 3-(), stopped
the Astros on seven hits.
Bobby Tolan homered and
Greg Luzinski belted a bases-
clearing double to highlight
the Phils' attack.
Pirates 6, Giants 5
Willie Stargell hit a two-run
homer in a four-run sixth
inning that helped Pittsburgh
hand the Giants their eighth
loss in the last nine games.
Match Set
NEW YORK ( AP) — Don
Shinnick, linebacker coach of
the Oakland Raiders and
Placekicker Jim Bakken of the
St. Louis Cardinals, will op-
pose Lou Russo, a top-ranking
pro handball player, in a four-
wall handball match at the
New York Athletic Club Tues.,
May 11.
It was announced today that
the two National Football
League Veterans will meet
Russo in the Spalding Han-
dball Challenge in the best-of-
three 21-point games. Russo
will play them simultaneously
with the football players
having the option of using
racketball rackets.
NII_JAY Una:Rik TUNES) Tigers Lose 1-0 For





INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) —
—Gentlemen, start your
engines." That command,
Tony Hulman's most famous,
oft-repeated and purportedly
shortest speech, is in danger.
For the first time in its 60
runnings, the Indianapolis 500
has a woman entered. What's
more, she's been accepted to
take the mandatory rookie
test.
And that should be little
more than a routine exercise
for 38-year-old Janet Guthrie,
who will be buzzing around
Hillman's prestigious 21/2-mile
Indianapolis Motor Speed% ay
oval with the likes of A.J.
Foyt, Bobby and Al Unser,
and Johnny Rutherford when
the gates open Saturday.
The hard part for the
slender, bespectacled Miss
Guthrie, a 13-year veteran of
sports car racing, will be
qualifying for one of the
coveted 33 starting positions in
the $1 million classic, the
world's richest auto race.
A surprising 71 entries,
many more than in recent
years, have been received,
and the list comprises a




Vollstedt is considered to be
near the bottom of the com-
petitive pile.
"Even a pretty fair shoe
couldn't get that car in the
field here last year," said one
official. "Janet might be a
pretty good bet to qualify in
front line equipment. But















SET Of 4 SAVINGS
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47.83 678-15 45 95 48.43
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Veteran observers predict a
four-lap qualifying average of
at least 180 wiles per hour will
be needed to make the lineup
for the May 30 race.
It took 181.754 m.p.h. to
make the 1975 grid, but in-
'creased competition should
keep the average close to that
—maybe a little above.
Journeyman driver Tom
Bigelow fought with the car
the entire month last year,
and finally qualified an older
Vollstedt backup car.
-I couldn't get it up to 180 no
matter how hard I tried," said
Bigelow, who now is with
another team.
Dick Simon, Miss Guthrie's
current teammate, was
helping test the Vollstedt last
year and said he thought it
was capable of 180 m.p.h.
with a few adjustments."
If Miss Guthrie has any
complaints or concerns about
the quality of her machinery,
she has kept them to herself.
Murray High's baseballers
met with defeat for the third
consecutive game Tuesday
afternoon as the Tigers
dropped a 1-0 contest at
Paducah Tilghman.
Tony Thurmond was the
hard-luck loser in the game as
he gave up only three hits to
Tilghman. Thurmond fanned
11 batters while walking only
two.
Matchem went the distance
for Tilghman and also had 11
K's and two passps.
Murray had several threats
in the contest.
In the first inning,-catcher
Mickey McCuiston opened the
game with a walk. Bo
McDougal followed with a
single and after Joe Graves
fanned, Tony Bayless singled
to load the sacks with only one
out.
But Thurmond went down
FOOTBALL
EAST LANSING, Mich. —
Michigan State University
defensive back Joe Hunt was
barred from playing football
for the 1976 season and six
other players received lesser
penalties from the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association.
on strikes and Lindsey
Hudspeth flew out to end the
frame as the Tigers left the
sacks full.
In the third inning, the
Tigers had runners on at first
and second with only one out.
But Thurmond flew out and
Hudspeth went down
swinging.
After thai, the Tigers did not
have any serious threats in the
contest.
Rodney Cash, who started
on the Tilghman football and
basketball teams, opened the
On Waivers
BOSTON CAP) — The
Boston Red Sox have placed
veteran utility infielder Gene
Michael on waivers for the
purpose of granting him an
unconditional release and
have activated infielder Bob
Heise.
Michael, 37, who played nine
of his major league seasons
with the New York Yankees
and one year with the Detroit
Tigers, was signed this spring
as a free agent by the Red Sox.
Heise had been on the team's
disabled list with a bad wrist
since the club finished spring
training.
Blue Tornado half of the sixth
with a single. Young was sent
in to pinch run and promptly
stole second.
Tim Cash hit a high chopper
off to the right side and
McDougal fielded the ball and
threw to Thurrnand at first
who was covering to record
the first out of the inning,
sending Young on to third.
The only run of the game
then scored when Young raced
home on a sacrifice fly by
Smith.
With the loss, the Tigers fall
to 11-8 on the season and will
host Lone Oak at 4:30 p. m.
Thursday. Joe draves will get
the starting assignment for
the Tigers.
On Friday, Murray High
will close out the regular
season with a home contest















Murray 000 000 0 0-6-3
Tilghman 000 001 i -3-1
WELCOME
Mr. and Mrs. "Pete" Harris, President and chief executive of Harris
Manufacturing Company and Mr. and Mrs. Mary Waldrop of Industrial
Equipment Distributors of Fort Wayne.
We are honored by your presence and hope you have a most en-
joyable visit with us.
You are arriving just in time for the famous Ky. Lake Crappie run.
One word of caution though - Kentucky Lake fish are hungry, me
an
and ornery this time of year - and the big bass will yank you right out of
the boat with their explosive fight.
Mr. Harris, president of Harris Manufacturing Company, may we, being
one of your top dealers nationwide, express our gratitude to you and
your organization for building a fine recreational product called Flote-
Bote. We appreciate your being quality minded-demanding that Flote-
Bote be number 1 in quality. We, as your dealer find Flote-Bote so far
superior in quality - well anybody's claim to be number 2 next to Flote-
Bote is way behind. We have enjoyed a very successful relationship
with your Flote-Bote division and with our customers that have bought
Flote-Bote pontoons from us. I wish you the opportunity to meet them
as they are truly some wonderful people. Again our thanks to you and
your organization for building the number 1 product in pontoon boats
and therefore making you Number 1 in the nation. We are looking for-
ward to the years ahead to selling and servicing your product.
Have a most enjoyable stay with us, a good restful vacation and good
fishing from all of us at Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Pete Harris of Harris Manufacturing Co. Flote-Bote
division builds the No. 1 quality family boat in Americo
Sold and Serviced by Ole Reliable
Don McClure Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
I ike '4' o'. •r.
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Backers Predict Senate Will
Override Child Care Bill Veto
WASHINGTON (AP In vetoing the bill, Ford
Backers of a bill that would claimed it "would not make
supply $125 million to help day care services more
states meet new federal widely available. It would only
standards for staffing of child make them more costly to the
day care centers predict the American taxpayer."
Senate will vote to override A Democratic source in the
President Ford's veto of the Senate said the Senate
measure. leadership anticipates the
However, supporters of the vote will be overridden, if
day core bill say toy's narrowly.
override vote in the Senate Howeiier, the source said
will be close, the outcome depends on the
The House voted Tuesday, ,,effectiveniass of what he called
301 to 101, to override-Ford's a heavy lobbying campaign by
veto of the measure — 33 more
than the required two-thirds
majority.
The measure would grant
states $125 million to meet new
federal _.stanclArcis -tor the
number of employes who Must
work in federally subsidized
child day care centers, but
would also delay im-
plementation of the standards
until July 1.
The new standards require a
minimum number of adult day
care workers to care for
children between the ages of
six weeks and six years. Day
care centers that fail to
comply would not receive
federal money. A previous
suspension of these standards,
enacted last October, expired
Feb. 1.
the White House to sway the
votes of Republican senators
who previously supported the
measure.
"The White House gave up
on the House—seeing the veto
would be overridden there
and has been concentrating its
efforts in the Senate," the
source said.
In March, the kenate
approved the bill 59 to 30,
which is one short of a two-
thirds margin.
.But backers of the measure
claim that some senators
absent for that vote are
Democrats who support the
bill and who will vote to
override the veto.
An aide to Sen. Bob
Packwood, R-Ore., an op-
ponent of the measure, said,
however, that there may be
enough votes in the Senate to
sustain the veto.
Ford has urged Congress to
enact his program, under
which states would set and








Dillard W. Mathis, Rt. 3,
Benton, Miss Rhonda
McClure, Rt. 4-Bx 84, Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn K. Anderson, Rt.
2-Bx 322, Murray, Danny F.
Taylor, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
Panela J. Ottems, Box 243,
Sebree, Mrs. Sue A. Tidwell,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, William R.
Hicks, New Concord, Mrs.
Sharon A. Brown, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Burlene Knight,
Rt. 2, Eddyville, Miss Penny
L. Darnall, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Patricia C. Massey, Box 122,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Anna F.
Dunaway, 1106 Pogue,
Murray, Mrs. Frances Wilcox,
Rt. 8, Murray, Twyman
Edwards, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Charles B. Ryan, 1403 Glen-
dale Rd., Murray, Miss Trudie
Miller, Rt. 2, Murray.
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DOG OBEDIENCE CLASS GRADUATION — Twenty-
-three dogs and their -masters graduated from Murray
State University's dog obedience class on April 26. Win-
ners of the competition held at graduation were Virginia
Salyer and Duchess, first place (center front); David
Livers and Sheba, second place (left and Jim Carpenter
and jaeda, third place (right); Instructors Stanley Thom-
pson (left rear) and Margaret Roseberry (right rear) of
the Paris, Tenn., Obedience Club said they were very
pleased by the enthusiasm and hard work demon-
strated by the participants in the Murray Course, and ad-
ded that similar courses may be offered in Murray in the
fall.
-
Johnson County Sheriff Is
Convicted Of Extortion Charge
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.
API — The Johnson County
sheriff has been convicted of
extorting money from
bootleggers in return for
assurances their operations
would not be raided.
Sheriff Ray Melvin was
convicted on seven counts of
extortion and acquitted on five
counts Tuesday by a U.S.
District Court jury at
Catlettsburg.
U.S. District Judge H. David
Hermansdorfer remanded
Melvin to the custody of U.S.
marshals and scheduled
sentencing for today. The
maximum sentence would be
24 years in prison and 010,000
fine on each count.
Former Johnson County
Judge Pro Tern Robert
Stafford, who had been in-
dicted on five counts of ex-
tortion, was found not guilty
on all five counts.
The jury of six men and six
women deliberated more than
11 hours Monday and Tuesday
after hearing testimony for
four days last week. The
criticial factor in the decision




Tapes were played to
support testimony in seven of
the eleven counts against
Melvin, and it was on those
seven counts that he was
convicted. No tapes were used
as evidence against Stafford.
Stafford fought back tears
after the jury foreman
repeated "not guilty" to his
five charges. He embraced his
attorney, Owen Doyle. Several
spectators were ushered from
the courtroom, apparently
overcome with emotion.
"This could not have been
possible without our Supreme
Maker," Stafford said. "My
advice to anyone who is ac-
cused is to tell their attorneys
the truth, and hopefully they
will • be diligent hard-working
attorneys like the ones who
represented me."
The prosecution called 14
witnesses during the trial,
nine of whom admitted some
connection with bootlegging in
Johnson County.
Defense attorneys pointed
out in their closing arguments
the prosecution's reliance on
testimony from bootleggers
who had been granted Un-,
munity from prosecution and
"had so much to gain"
Government witnesses said"
they made payments .46-
Melvin in exchange for
protection from raids on their
bootlegging operations, and -
three witnessess said they
made payoffs to an in-
termediary with the un-
derstinding the money would
go to Melvin.
Neither Melvin nor Stafford
testified. Doyle called three
Witnesses to. testify
Stafford. Combs called
witnesses on behalf of his
client.
Combs argued on the last
day that he was not permitlisid
his allotment of thtlife
character witnesses -- but
Hermansdorfer ruled Combs
had used up that allotment
when he questioned three
prosecution witnesses abodt
Melvin's character.
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can
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Ford Kentucky Campaign Head Says Losses Won't Affect State
The head of President
Ford's Kentucky campaign
maintains that primary
election losses in Georgia,
Alabama and neighboring
Indiana won't hurt Ford in the
Bluegrass State.
"Our people aren't going to
be swayed by some other
state's opinions—particularly
by some other state's
Democrats," said Hal Rogers,
Ford's Kentucky chairman,
v%hu attributed Ronald,
Reagan's three-state sweep to
crossover voting.
"I don't see any effect it
could have in Kentucky."
Rogers said. He also said he
felt Ford backers were
gaining on Reagan's strong
Kentucky organization.
Former Gov. Louie Nunn,
-the state's top Reagan
organizer, was traveling
Tuesday night and could not
be reached.
Rogers, commonwealth's
attorney at Somerset, com-
mented by telephone after
Rogers Morton, Ford's
national campaign manager,
.nceded Tuesday night that
e President had lost the
three Republican primaries.
Morton said the Georgia and
Alabama losses were ex-
pected, but the Indiana defeat
was a disappointment. He,
too, blamed crossover voting
by Democrats for what he
called Reagan's "sudden, and
I hope temporary, ad-
vantage."
The Kentucky campaign
manager noted that crossover
voting won't be possible when
this state holds its first
presidential primaries on May
25.
"Indiana is an open primary
Three members of the
Murray State University
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa
international honorary
professional education
fraternity participated in the
annual Kentucky Leadership
Conference for new chapter
officers recently in Covington.
Representing the chapter
were Dr. Lloyd Jacks, James
West, and Dr. Marvin Albin,
according to Dr. Frank Fitch,
chapter president.
Dr. John R. Duncan, Ken-
tucky coordinator of Phi
Delta Kappa District VII and
the vice-president for




Phi Delta Kappa is
dedicated to the promotion




headquarters is located in
Bloomington, Ind.
Recently named officers-
elect for the chapter at
Murray, Chartered in 1968,
are: Jacks of Murray,
president; West of Paducah,
first vice-president in charge
of membership; Dr. Yancey
Watkins of Murray, second
vice-president in charge of
programs; Mrs. Florence
Morton of Paducah, third vice-
president in charge of
projects; James Greer of
Murray, secretary; Albin of
Murray, treasurer: Dr. Bobby
Malone of Murray, newsletter
editor; and Mrs. Shirley
Williamson of Paducah,
historian.
Also named were Fitch and
Dr. Pete Ryan, both of
Murray, as faculty advisers
and Jacks and West as first
and second alternates
respectively to the District VII
conference in Birmingham in
November.
BARE SALE
A Mothers' Day Bake Sale,
sponsored by the Durward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church of
God, will be held in Front of
Roses on Saturday, May 8,
starting at nine a.m.
MISS YOUR PARR/
Soioscrtloors loOto Woo not
riteoi•itif their home
delivered eery of The
Morrow teelper & limes by
510 p.w. titeadoe-Fridey or
by 3:30 p.m. ow Satertiwys
ere erred to call 753.1916
'Wynne SAO mid 6
neway-Friday, Of
330 aoi. wad 4 p.m. Seer
days, to insure delivery of
ties eretepaper. Calls west
be abowed by 6 p.m. week
der or 4 p.m. Sirtardwys to
dieerawtoe delivery.
Winnot of Ky. lake Open
April 23 1976 Winne, of 13(6
Ky lake Nertional 4p.,11 30 /976
Reg 49 Pao,
state where Democrats came
over in mass numbers to help
the Republican Party pick its
nominee, and I can't see that
that's a healthy situation,"
Rogers said.
"Kentucky has a closed
primary. Only Republicans
can vote in the Republican
primary, and our Republicans
are going to vote for who they
believe in."
Rogers said the outcome in
other states—especially states
with open primaries—will




They're not going to let
Indiana Democrats select
their candidate for them," he
said.
He acknowledged that May
25 will bring "a hard, tight
race, no question about it,"
but added, "I think Ford's
come a tong way in Ken-
tucky."
"When you look back to last
December, I think Reagan
was well ahead, but I think in
the past few weeks we've
pulled fairly even. I 4think
that's where it stands now,"
he said. Ford backers were
spurred into greater
organizational efforts by




















approved its list of 37 national
convention delegates, Reagar
had 26, Ford had 3, and 3 were
uncertain.
"When that convention
occurred and they got a little
slap in the face, they all went
home and started doing it,"
The convention offered
encouragement as well as a
slap for Ford supporters, he
added. An effort to reject a
Reagan-controlled List of 16 at-
large national convention
delegates failed by a narrow
margin, 599-577.
"We had only really been in
the campaign about a month
when that convention oc-















Approx. Size 36" s 87
that vote was just whisper
close. That's the best in-
dication of how close the
situation is now," Rogers said.
Since the convention, he
said, Ford forces have been
busy.
Lowell Reese of Frankfort
took a temporary leave of
absence from his job with the
Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce to start Monday as
executive director of the state
Ford campaign. And Frank
Haddad Jr., a Louisville
lawyer, has joined
Shirts
Reg. 3.99 Now 238




paign as legal counsel, Rogers
said.
A coordinator from the
national Ford campaign has
been "with us in and out for a
couple of months," he said,
and the organization is
planning for a mid-May
campaign visit by the
President.
The schedule for that trip
hasn't been worked out with
the national organization yet,
Rogers said, but "we're






Remember Mother's Day Sunday May 9th
Final Net
Invisible Hair Net
$1.....no easy t. hands con
tote .1.45po oso. • :ciusivo






Exceptionally greet tape system features
back-lighted numerals for easy rughttrne







Pb Ondenced in fruit franc**. Choice of




1000 watts of power. 4-wa)
control, dries like a pro
Model GD-100
Fertilizers,
Grass Seeds, Blue Grass, Ky. 31 tall fescue,
creeping red fescue, annual rye gras,
Decorative Marble Chips. 50 lb & 5 lb Bags
Blow Torch _ -••••••Oloolrommu.....
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3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B




Of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.










.:.:. Youll Love .;:.:::.:•:...:...• ........,:•:. ::i:::
:::,......:.:.:.:.:„...,:••••••.-......:•::i::::i'-,...•:::::::::::::::::::::::::,:-:..
THE UNDERSIGNED
WILL sell at public sale
for cash a 1975 city
dump trailer No. 2409408
at 2:00 pin. May 10,1976
at Taylor Motors, 203
South 4th, Murray, Ky.
The undersigned




will sell at public sale
for cash, a 1973 Inter-
national 11209 at 2 p.m.,
May 10, 1976 at Taylor
Motors 203 South 4th,
Murray, Ky. The un-
dersigned reserves the





of rental space available ti
2nd and Poplar Strevt,
Western Dark Tobac,.'
Packing Carp.. Murre,
Ky Phone -SI %.14?
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Citizens, May only $1.00
off for sets and hair cuts.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis

















limes sad c•mp  ••
sebedelt• al • evaalokA• sis•••
spritissio oi caIhn 4,0144a Ia
ilisoa, call 800-422-1234. Ask
Etimr Alen Packet, or levee P 0
ia•Sasup.tes. It•WiNael
44204.
An Null opportmIty emplover
LADY FOR COUNTER
work, 5:30-11:00 a.m.
Apply in person, Dixie









CAR HOP needed for full
or part time. Day or







FULL TIME night help
No phone calls. Apply in
person only from 7 a.m. -
11 a.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at
Burger Queen.
PERSON-CLEAN and




HELP WANTED the 5th
and 6th at Lynn Grove










Paris, Tenn. or call 901-





The Right woman can




Doran 7 53-89 70 bet-
ween 2 and 5 p in.
PONT YOU THINK 1 i.jl IM HERE FOR










1 WON'T ',LAVE TIME
TO STOP AT TE
BARBER S140: j
.1.11: ABNER 
 yvkur BRANS A MAN 50
A10-4, 50 SINGLE, AN' -n-r owNER OF









GIVE ME A TRiM
Zz ZZ Zz.
TOMORRCW: MER MA7E5TY,



















ng June 7, 1976
through June 11,-1976
from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and June 12
from 8:00 a.m. to















I. 261 Must bell least 18
V'' of
2 EDUCATION no School
G waves, Ono Yea,
Algebra, Transcript
e0114,14.
3 APTITUDE 21ST 5-720 it
the Employmeat Office.
4 PNTSICAl CONDITION -
Pitysicol exile or othat























will be selected in or-













14 Want To Buy
QUICK CASH WILL BUY
furniture by the piece or
houseful, most anything
of value. Call 753-0154.
15. Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.






























Post ()film Call 753-
3263.
14. Want To Buy
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre.




Like new. Call 753-4330.
GOOD I. sED Farmall
tractor, Super A or C.
Prefer 42" belly mower,





Call 436- ' 89
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,















ONE ROOM air con-
ditioner. One Hotpoint
15000 BTU, one 20"
black and white all in

























and Service, 500 Maple






















41 A MODEL John Deere.
Make good hot rod
tractor. Best offer. Call
C36-5655
ONE ROW corn picker,
pull type, good con-
dition. Two row
cultivator 3 point hitch, 2
row corn drill, 72 'A"U





FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA




and mower. Call, 437-
4620.
NEW 1,006 gallon gas
tanks, very good con-







garden. $1,000 Call 489-
2414 ask for Johnny.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from





Ready to sail with many
extras. $5,500. For more
information call 436-
5550.
28' X 8' MONARCH
DELUXE Pontoon, 1974
model with 70 h.p.
Evinrude motor, used
only 15 hours. Fully





convertible top, 35 h.p.
Johnson electric start
and boat trailer. Call
753-6036.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80




with 40 h.p. Johnson and
aluminum Barrentine
trailer. Ready to go.
$1150. Call 753-7846.
TRAILER FOR FLAT






14' FABUGLAS 35 h.p.
Johnson motor, trailer,
trolling motor and depth
finder. Call 474-2257.
ARROW GLASS
Runabout, 16 ft. with 100
H.P. Evinrude. Call 436-
5829.
14 ALUMINUM boat,




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The













Plastic put under house.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.












i-- Kelley's Termite8 Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Fbes Pooches













19" PHILCO color T.V
lit years old. 4175.00.
Call 753-7581 after 4 p.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




12 x 60, 2 bedroom




on nice lot 100' by 260'. A
new well. Call 492-8195.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65
two bedroom, 2 bath,
central air and heat.
Call 489-2666 or 489-2348
1972 12 x 65 MOBLEL
HOME, excellent
condition, 2 bedroom.
central air, washer and
dryer. Call 753-0900.
SPARTAN 8 x 36 all
eleCtric, carpeted,
located on private lot
that can be rented.
$1500. Call 753-9033
between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. or 1-898-2222.
12 x 70 UNFURNISHED
mobile home, take over
payments or pay
balance of $6995.00. Call
753-4330.
1973 ATLANTIC mobile
home, 12 x 16, 2
bedroom, new car-





12 x 60 WINSTON, z
bedroom, central air
and ;leaf.. All electric.
11 489-2317 or 489-2348.
21. Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 8 x 45 in Murray.
Call 442,-8416, 1105 Lone
Oak Road, Paducah, Ky.
1959 MOBILE HOME on 2




electric, 2 x 66, two
baths, tw bedrooms.
Call 753-4935. After 6
pin, call 436-5424.
12 X SO 1970 JETLIN-
NER.Fully furnished.
Uu4erpinntus. $4,600.
For information call 753-
9783.




BTU to 5,000 BTU. We




Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, two
bedroom, all electric,









space. Call after 4:30,
753-2493.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
LOOKING FOR 2
bedroom house for
married couple and well
behaved dog. Call 767-
2753 first ask for Suanne.
BOARDING ROOM, 1
large or 2 small ad-
jacent rooms. Contact
104 N. 10th, Linda
Turbett.
MALE STUDENT wants
to room for summer.
Must be air conditioned
and less than $50.00. Call
767-2827.
32 Apartments For Rent




extra nice, water fur-





north of Murray. Call
753-4418.
Auction Sale
Every Friday Night 641 Auction House
Paris, Tenn.
This week bedroom suite, living room suite,
stove, refrigerator, automatic washer, tables
and chairs, square china cabinet, old kerosene
lamps, curved glass china cabinet, good garden





Mayor and Common Council of
City of Murray, Ky. will be
receiving sealed bids for
bituminous asphalt paving for
approximately 41-2 miles of
street in City of Murray for the
Murray Street Department.
Bids will be received through
Monday at 5 p.m., May 10th at
the Office of City Clerk. Suc-
cessful bidder will be required to
furnish $5,000 security bond.
Mayor and City Council can
select lowest or best bid and

















































































































































































1t', DIAL DIRECT. .753-1916 . .$1' miN.V4ZETimE
740 FOR
\.1 • r 
ND A I-IAPPY ▪ .-1D SMILE FACE IN AD MINIMUM 1" DEEP $1.90SE






MENT for 2 near
University. Available








lots of closets, car-
peting, garbage disposal
and air condition. Can
be seen at Owens Food






ment located next to
White Hall, adjacent to
MSU campus. Call 753-
3805.















MSU campus. Call or
see Gary Duncan at 1602
Olive, Apt. 3, phone 753-







Call 762-6341 days, 753-
1398 after 5 p.m. and
weekends
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
APARTMENT. May be
, seen at Kellys Pest
- Control, 100 South 13th.
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment, private bath







hookup, central heat and
air. Patio. $150.00 per
month. Call 753-7550.










lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
WEIMARANER PUP-
PIES for sale. AKC








RIPE, pick your own.
Four miles West of Tri-
City on Highway 83.
Watch for signs. Hoyt F.
Adams Strawberry
Farm, Route 1,
Mayfield, Ky. Call 1-382-
2360.
41. Public Sales
AUCTION SALE, May 8
at 1 p.m. E. C. Kay, 3
miles West of Hazel at
Crossland. Household
items, and antiques.
Garden and lawn tools,
riding mower and tiller.
1966 Ford Falcon, 40,000
miles.
Take Up Monthly Payments
(No Down Payment Required)
ertith Ptryret•rrt
1 Apt. Size Piano . '10'
1 Spinet Piano ....... .. . s1T8
1 Console Piano $2975
1 Small Organ $14r
1 Large Organ 53000
1 Console Stereo $1 r
1 TV • • • . • ••-• tp •• •• • • SS"
1 Color TV 
1 J-45 Gibson Guitar




$ 1 0 1 8
Murray, Ky.
ELEGANT 2 BR HOME
Everything about this home appeals to the
discriminating, including the 18 by 36 foot swim-
ming pool with 9 foot diving well. The patio is
screened in and has curtains, light fixtures, bath
fixtures and door hardware are exceptional. Den
will serve as a guest bedroom. This is a perfect
home for a couple whose children are gone and


















Friday 3 till dark,
Saturday 9 till 5.
GARAGE SALE at 1616
College Farm Road,
Thursday, May 6, from 8








with 2 baths, central
heat and air, carpets,
built-ins in kitchen, one
with oversized 2 car
garage, 2 with 1 car
garage. Two have 1575
sq. ft. living area and
one with 1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four




Assume Payments • 40
Acres Ranch near St.
Johns Arizona Pay 2
back payments 4109
Was $13,000 Balance
due $11,282. Call Bob
collect 602 947-8011.
Accessible Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our ̀office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
55 ACRES, ONE MILE
North of Murray on the
Old Benton Road, just




with beautiful view of
lake. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for further details.
SHORT ON
BEDROOMS' Come
and see this lovely 11/2
level brick home with 4
bedrooms and 2 baths.
Spacious well kept home
and private wooded lot
in a quiet residential
location. Call 753-8080 or




BEDROOM house and 9




1222 for further details.
44 Lots For Sale
ACRE AND ta located on
641 North, Call 753-8527.
45 Farms For Sale
•
HILL ADAMS I. ARM on
Coldwater and
Backusburg Rd., Hwy.
1836. 48 acres good
bottom land. Call 489-
2131.
46 Homes For Sale
LARGE 10 ROOM







, smacsm mc -3fEe
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
FRAME house kitchen,
den, living room, bath
and utility building. All
drapes, garbage
disposal, built-in range
with double oven and
rotisserie. Carpeted





BRICK, central air and
heat (gas), all kitchen
built-ins, washer and
dryer, large family
room, Pa baths, patio,
gas grill, fenced
backyard, and growing
garden. Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on
quiet -street. Call. 753-
1888 for appointment.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-98688 to 5, 753-61456
to 10.
MOVING MUST SELL'.
10 room frame home
with large lot near
University. Lots of
space and attractive













brick on Doran road,
Gas heat, central air,
kitchen builtins,
fireplace in den, city
school district.
Immediate possession.
Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
BY OWNER-Price
reduced for quick sale.
Three bedroom frame in
Murray. Phone 753-7573.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
trees, 2 outbuildings,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Two Miles South
of Bel Aire Shopping
Center on 941. Call 753-
0154.
SMALL FARM, house
and 5 acres Edge of
Graves County in Bell
City. Home has been
newly remodeled, 4
bedroom 1 1-2 story,
aluminum sided, new
roof, new carport,






Sleeps six. Call 753.4904.
1972 YAMAHA 350 road
bike. $325.00. Call 767-
2357.
HONDA 350, excellent
condition, 1 9 6 5
chevrolet, four on the
floor, 327 engine, good
body and tires. Can
assume payments or
pa Y'casti. Call 753-2810
47. Motorcycles
1973 YAMAHA 100 LT 2
dirt, street bike. Never
ridden in dirt. Like
brand new. 90 mpg. 3000
miles, $350.00. Call Steve
753-7717.





MINI-BIKE, like new. 24"
10 speed bike. Call 753-
3693.
31,2 H.P. MINI-BIKE, sell
cheap. Call 435-4311.
1974 CB348, $750.00. Call
753-0239 before 2 p.m. or
see at 1630 Main Street.
48. Automotive Service
FOUR 15" x 8" chrome
wheels for Ford truck or
jeep, two 14 x 16"
chrome wheels for
Chevrolet. Call 435-4467.
49 Used Cars 8 bucks
1968 BUicK ELECTRA,
needs work, make offer.
Call 436-2107 after 6
1.976 CJ6 Renegade jeep,
radio, winch under 1,700
miles. Still smells new.
Call 753-8270.
1968 DATSUN station
wagon 510. Real good
condition. Call 753-6089.
1970 MERCEDES BENZ








mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Cel 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
GOLD 1974 Challenger,
black vinyl top, new
tires $1995.00. Call 436-
5570.
1954 CHEVROLET truck.
Runs good. Call 753-8351.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
$1,295. Call 7534445.









after 5 p.m T)3-2724.
1973 PLYMOUTH FURY
III, top condition. Call
753-5063,
1962 CHEVROLET BEL
AIR, 4 door, excellent
running condition. Call






Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
1969 CELF.VY MALIBU




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1957 FORD runs good.
$150.00 or best offer. Call
767-2751,.
1967 CHEVY VAN, 108
Series, side door, good
work van. Call 474-2257.









dition, 4 new tires,
auxiliary tank, under
40,000 miles. For sale or
trade for a late model
pickup. Call 753-7919
after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE 1956 GMC
pickup. Good condition.




Call 492-8866 or 492-8292
1957 FORD Fairlane, 4
doors, runs but needS
work. $100.00. Call J.T.
Lee 753-9215 or 762-4158
after 11 pan., Monday-
Thursday.
1971 FORD RANCHERO
Squire. $1500. Call 783-
5093.
1975 AUDI 100I.5, 20,000














12 ft. Fleetwing camper,
sleeps 4 Call 753-1795 or
753-7801.
NICE USED CAMPERS
very reasonable. Can be
seen at Whites Used Car
Lot, East 94 highway, 3




clean rugs of all kinds.












struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026. . _
INSULATION BLOWN
IN BY SEARS save on
these high heat ana°
cooling bills, call Larry
Lyles-at 753-2310 for free
estimates. -
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour













home and industrial, air.
- -conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KELLY WOODS IS now is
plumbing business for
himself. Licensed
Master Plumber for any
plumbing needs. Call




1, extremely good raZes.
Call 753-1960.
PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of ex-
perience. By the job or
by the hour, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4158.
SAVE MONEY. Ken's
I,awn Mower repair
$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades and
saws sharpened 94 E. to
280 E. past saw mill road
across bridge first
gravel road left Yamile.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.












and exterior. Let Bob do






Call 753-4124, South 4th




and dirt. Call 437-4533,







JUNK CARS picked up,









you pay only for
material used. Over 150
patterns, 15 per cent off
during month of May




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETIC 5
WALLIS DRUG




500 Brood (Sock Yard)
1,clny 005 30 p m Saturday 10 00 to 5 30
by lenrstfor crousa, Ortey Dunn Ann Watson















rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand, By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.









vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
RELIABLE 11 YEAR old
girl will babysit in your
home after 4 p.m. Will
be free day or night as of







24 hour service, portable
and aluminum welding





)ale Spencer Route 4











and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
ATTIC VENTILATION




When sou need supphet
4,44operrent or se, vo,4 -,4141 us
tleootos ,s snot we know
best We !Mitre sle4mm 04,0444,44
and 014,e, 04,04°4,9 eqwv/rtent
for reel, 0, ri yom poele-r a*




Our prices start at $386.00. Complete, Floored,
ready to use. We also build Mobile Home room
ad-ons, Patios, Carports, Portable offices, Mini-
cottages, and boat docks. For the Best for Less,
Visit, CUSTOM-BUILT' PORTABLE
BUILDINGS on Cherry Corner Pottertown Road




'New Operation All Confinement 160 Sows
*Salary Bonus with Benefits ExceBent
'Some Swmn lxp,ri.nce t4ecassary





















Let Us Knew...We'll Fix It
T• Go...753-0910
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Ford May Have To Rewrite His Campaign Script
iContinued from Page
Wallace said.




comeback by gaining 51 per
cent of the Indiana vote to
defeat Ford by about 15,000
ballots.
The former California
governor once was on the
verge of elimination as a
presidential candidate, with
money running short after a
succession of early primary
election defeats by Ford. He
held on and turned it around—
for a second time.
Ford's allies thought they
had finished ,Reagan in the
early primaries, but he upset
the President in the North
Carolina primary on March
23, gained strength in
Southern and Southwestern
GOP state conventions, and
scored a remarkable, 96-
delegate sweep over Ford in
Texas on Saturday.
Now it is the President who
is skidding, although a
spokesman said Ford remains
determined and convinced he
will win the Republican
nomination.
But an outcome that had
seemed inevitable to many
Republican leaders no longer
looks like a sure thing. And
unless Ford can quickly repair
the damage by dealing
setbacks to Reagan the
corning primaries, the race
could begin to look inviting to
some men now on the
sidelines.
Should Reagan build on his
ctirrtknt adva.,ntage„,
Republicans like John B.
Connally and Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller may see
openings that didn't exist
before. And that could draw
more after the primary
election season, which ends
nine weeks before the GOP
convention begins.
For the moment, the aritn-
metic reads Reagan. He
emerged from the Tuesday
primaries with 360 committed
GOP delegates in his column.
Ford has 292. That has not
happened to an incumbent
President seeking election in
modern times:
Rogers C.B. Morton, Ford's
campaign manager, said
events had given Reagan "a
sadden, and! hope temporary,
advantage."
He said a major factor in
that turn was the crossover
vote of conservative
Democrats who cast ballots in
Republican primaries
-because of Wallace's virtnal
elimination from their party's
competition. Reagan said
crossover Democratic support
was a virtue, proving he would
have broad appeal as the GOP
nominee.
There was evidence of a
substantial crossover vote in
the crucial Indiana race,
although it did not approach
that in Texas. Alabama and
Georgia also were open
primaries, in which a voter
could go either way. And
Morton noted that there will
be six more like them. He said
the Ford camp will have to
find a way to cope with the
crossover problem, although
it wasn't clear what that
might be.
The contests next Tuesday
are in Nebraska and West
Virginia, and both those states
register voters by party,
which precludes primary
switches.
-Sup thia- week'S outcome
may give Reagan next week's
momentum. He said he
thought the Texas victory
helped him Tuesday. Indiana
strategists on both sides said









































eep would boost Reagan's Carter won 48 delegates, Republican precincts counted,.owing, perhaps by five per
cent. That was more than his
iiiargin of victory.
Wallace six, with 21 un-
committed.
Democratic Sen. Vance
Reagan led for 31 delegates.
In the Democratic primary,
with 64 per cent of theThe votes read this way: Hartke won renomination precincts in, Wallace wasIndiana over Rep. Philip H. Hayes. winning 29 delegates, CarterWith 94 per cent of the
precincts counted in the
Republican race it was:
Reagan 309,913, or 51 per
„cent.
Ford 294,724, or 49 per cent.
That awarded Reagan 45
Republican nominating
delegates; Ford 9. The
delegates were apportioned on
the basis of congressional
district pluralities as well as
statewide showings.
On the Democratic side:
Carter 380,976, or 68 per
cent. •
Wallace 82,916, or 15 per
cent.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, a
dropout from the active
campaign, 65,409, or 12 per
cent.
Secretary of State Larry A.
Conrad won the Democratic
nomination to oppose
Republican Gov. Otis R.
Bowen. •
Georgia
With 96 per cent of the
precincts counted:
Reagan 124,880, or 68 per
cent.
Ford 57,705, or 32 per cent.
That meant 48 delegates for
Reagan.
Democrat Carter had
408,397, or 84 per cent.
Wallace' 56,85'X, or 12
cent.
Democrats held separate
competition for delegates, and
Carter won all 50.
Alabama
With 13 per cent of the
Per
three, and three were un-
committed.
District of Columbia
Carter led for seven
delegates,. Rep.. Morris K.
Udall for four, and two un-
committed entries were
ahead, with 45 per cent of the
precincts counted.
That meant Reagan had
won 124 delegates on his
biggest day as a candidate, for
his national total of 360. Ford
captured only nine, to get to
At2.
• It will lake 1,130 to name a
GOVnominee.
Ford has had reserve
delegate strength in the ranks
of nominally uncommitted
Republicans, including 254
delegates elected in the New
York and Pennsylvania
primaries.
Morton said the Ford
organization will move to tie
down those delegates, but that
may be difficult just now. With
Ford in difficulty, they may
want to see some more
primaries before deciding how
to go. The convention is three
months away, and given the
new look of die Republican
race, uncommitted status
may look good to them.
Reagan's road upward
began when he started hitting
hard at Ford on foreign and
defense policy, claiming the
United States has slipped to
second place militarily. Ford
struck back with harshly-
worded denials, said Reagan
was glib, superficial and
inexperienced. That didn't
counter the Reagan thrust;
and it is not evident what Ford
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Walter D. Logsdon of Edmonson County, puts the last white-
oak split in place and another of his famous baskets is com-
plete. W. D., who is 83 years young kept up a running con-
versation about just anything we could think of as he went
about the making of his baskets. White oak splits sure do smell
good!
Western Rivers Workshop:
Experience In Simple Living
Story and Photos
By BARRY DREW
It is quite often that we say how
nice it would be to get away from it
all and return to a time when life
was more simple and up front. The
good folks at The Land Between The
''.,Lakes have a way of making wishes
OfLhis nature come true.
most recent offering was
a two diy,4tate Friday check-in and
Sunday aftelitoon check-out) live-in,
cornmtnal, expecience designed to
provide the partictpants an insight
into the early crafts',‘e,alture, and
resources of The Land Betw,een The
Lakes region.
Participants in the workshop were
encouraged to get into craft ac-
tivities that ranged from the con-
struction of stools from 100 year old
logs to making a doll from bits of
fabric, cornshucks or dried apples.
5-c" • •
Av.
Hazel Schaeffer (front) of Benton.
and Beverly Cummins of Owen-
sboro work on sections of a 100
year old log that, by days end,
became several useful tools.
The workshop also featured
programs designed to stimulate
interest in the history of the region.
One such program was a field trip to
the new primitive farm near Model,
Tennessee, which has been set up to
provide visitors with an opportunity
to visit a working farm of the type
that could have been found in L. B.
L in earlier times.
Although it rained a good deal
during the weekend, the folks that
came out for this event seemed to be
having a good time moving from
activity to activity and trying to stay
dry. It was obvious that a little rain
doesn't stand a chance when folks
are determined to have a good time.
Call the Western Rivers Workshop
an experience in the affairs of
simple living. What a fantastic way
.spend a weekend away from it all
or tO.find something that we had all
the time and had just misplaced.
Robert Howes, former director
of L. B. L. and a resident of Knox-
ville, really gets into his work as he
canes a chair seat during the
workshop.
Woodrow ((-Ober of Martin, Tenn and M's.  jot, Edwards of Bell. Tenn. work at
turning a leg for a stool at the Western Rivers Workshop held this past weekend
at Brandon Spring Group Camp in The Land Between The Lakes.
tt.
Mrs. Joe I dwards of Bell, Tenn tries one or the legs of her
stool at the Western Rivers Workshop. Craft workshops were
conducted at several locations all weekend.
The Murray
Ledger & Times
•Nct fit,/i II PG...., I
ednewlitv. Ibis .7. /)7o
Jo Ann Harvey of Cadiz puts the finishing touch on a doll that
she has crafted from carnshucks. Cornshuck and dried apple
dolls were very popular at the workshop
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A NNW' iusulation research -
at.- dernokstratioii program.
to show how 10%y-income -
,Iaii tImes can_ reduce. their,
%Outer .electric bills is being
launched by TVA throughout-- _ --
as service area.
In announcing the .program,
TVA Chairman Aubrey J.
Wagiier said it %%ill involve
assistance to as many as 6,000
low-income homeowners with.
---eTeet•Fie heat betweart-now,atitf
the end of June 1977.
Wagner said wiusually cold
weather and high heating
costs in January emphasized
the hardships these costs can
present for low-income
families. Ile said part of the
robleni Is that many of the
consumers who can least
;Ilford the high bills are trying
to heat homes that are not
insulated ----or winterized for
electric heat."
TVA will use local con-
tractors during the first phase
of the program to provide
insulation, caulking of doors
and windows, weather-
stripping, and other con-
servation measures to 80
selected low-income
homeowners whose electric
heating bills were ex-
ceptionally high last winter.
The homes located in various
parts of the Tennessee Valley
will be selected in cooperation
with power distributors and
local agencies.
During this initial period,
TVA will also assist local
organizationSlhat are already
offering winterizing help to
lbw-income homeowners by
providing insulation materials
and a truck equipped to blow
insulation into attics. Also,
TVA will use the truck to in-
sulate additional homes in
rural areas where insulation
contractors are not available.
Based on the experienced
gained in this first phase, the
program will be broadened to
include additional areas of the
region. "Along with the work
of other agencies and
organizations, and the ad-
ditional assistance that may
be provided in pending
Federal legislation, we think
this demonstration program
will be a valuable step,"
Wagner said. It is a positive
conservation measure, and it
gets help to people with a
demonstrated need. It also
will provide information to all
consumers, at all income
levels, about the most
economical conservation
measure which can be taken
in homes."
TVA Board Members
William L. Jenkins compared
the program to past TVA
, demonstration work in other
fields. "When better use of
fertilizer was needed to ini-
prove farm production, TVA
people and the extension
services worked with selected
farmers on demonstrations to. _
show what could be ai
complished. When electric
service was first coming into
i'ural areas, TVA and the local
cooperative wired some
houses for electricity soothers
cod see what.mas need9LI
prepare their homes for
service. These insulation
demonstrations, and the in-
formatibn they provide on
energy savings, can serve the
same kind of purpose."
In the initital period, 25
homes will be selected in the
Chattanooga area; 25 in the
Nashville area; 15 in the Tr-
Cities area of upper east
Tennessee; 5 in the Jackson.
Tennessee, area; 5 in Tupelo,
Mississippi, area; and 5 in the
Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
area. TVA will inspect each
home and make recom-
mendations for insulating and
winterizing. The work will
then be done by a local con-
tractor.
An agreement between the
homeowners and TVA will
make available to the agency
such information as elec-
tricity consumption, changes
in family living habits, and
changes in home comfort for a
period of three years so that
results may be evaluated.
Manufacturers and
distribittors of insulation will
be encouraged to assist by.
advertising their products and
providing insulation material
at the lowest possible cost.
The following local
organizations will work with
TVA and the power
distributors to select the 80
low-income homeowners for



















W. C. Whisenant of Chat-
tanooga, supervisor of the
residential and agricultural
section in TVA's electrical
demonstration program, will




Dr. Harry Sparks, President
of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society, has an-
nounced the tentative
schedule for the group's final
quarterly meeting of the year.
The session will be held at
6:30 p.m. in Winslow Cafeteria
on Saturday, June 12,1976. Dr.
Sparks said the program
would feature the following
items: An audio tape of "Beat
the Drums Proudly," the Paul
Shahan composition narrated




Dr. Robert Burr Cade,
University of Southern
Mississippi, Hattiesburg, has
announced that Dr. Ray
Mofield will be teaching a
short session course in the
Department of Speech,
Division of Radio-Television
this summer. The week of
June 6-12 has been set for the
course in Broadcast History
and Law.
Dr. Mofield will be on leave
from the Department of
Journalism and Radio-
Television at Murray State
University this summer.
The following week the
Mofield's will represent the
Murray Rotary Club at the
International Convention in
New Orleans. Mofield Is
president-elect of the Murray
club and will take office July
1
by the Murray State
Orchestra conducted by Neale
Mason; readings by Helen
'Hodges; distribution of the
fourth edition of the Journal;
naming of the president-elect;
the installation of Dr. Glenn
Wilcox as president for 1976-
77; a report by Dr. Ranter
Hancock on the fall tour.
The buffet style meal will
cost $4.50 per person.
Reservations may be made by
sending checks in the proper
amount to the secretary, Miss
Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe
Creason Drive, Benton,
Kentucky, 42025. Miss Heath
will also be accepting
membership payments at $3
each for the 1976-77 year
(Husband and wife mem-
berships are available for $5.)
Passageway Plowed
Through Sandbars
SMITHLAND. Ky I Al
Two-way passageways have
been plowed through two large
sand bars that have in-
terefered with Ohio River
traffic the past two weeks.
The final passageway was
completed Monday on a bar




channels about 400 feet wide
through the two bars, opening
the way for the normal daily
traffic of about 16 river craft.
Until the channels were
dredged, trafftc was required
to make a 57-mile detour
through the CumbPriand
River
Pick a fashion bou-
quet of dresses 'from
Big K's selection of
lovely prints and sol-











plus easy care 50/
50 polyester/cot-
ton. Many styles.










A sun lovinq import from Spair' Leather ad-
justable vanip & instep strap. Latest easy
walking molded sole with low down heel. In
sIzes 5-3. Brown,
Bel-Air Shopping Center









Leather like uppers with elasticized vamp &
instep strap for sure fit. Comes with a two-
tone mini wedge heel of comfort crepe. Teens
& womens sizes to 10. Tan or white.
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SHE'S A GREAT, GREAT MOTHER, SO SHOW












FACE TOWEL . .  1.44
WASH CLOTH  77C
Plush Oath towel ensemble in a deli-
cate daisy print makes a great domes-
tic gift for Mom!
32" X 38" RECTANGULAR
OR















Cool shirts of 10L,
cotton. Stripes, ban- .
dana, calico prints.*
Sizes 32-38. r •
Highlight your wall with these
rich traditional mirrois from








Tricot-lined scuffs wipe clean. Cush-
ioned innersole, crepe sole, wedge



















Pima, per wisir t6is charming








30" X 36" roll for
Mother's Day and gift
giving.
Bel-Air Shopping Center




































rrelps to fight aller-




FOR THI ii.r1DAY, MAN' 6. 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is. according
to the stars
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 20)
Pay no attention to those who
express jaundiced viewpoints or
those who obviously nurse
unwarranted grudges. Coun-
teract ill-will with good humor.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21,
Make no important decisions
until mid-afternoon. Too many
unnecessary doubts and
anxieties could cloud per-
ceptiveness during the early
hours.
GEMINI .
I May 22 to June 211 14*
Your inherent foresight
nearly always places you in an
advantageous position. Put
your best thoughts to work now,
and you can outwit competition
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Do not judge the actions of
others lightly -- or with
suspicion. Study all factors





progress in many areas now.
Get your mind clicking early,
aoiimodir:tune with present trends
VIRGO
.
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23i WPtil
You grasp ideas easily, see
benefits to be gamed where
others only note the obstacles.
Use your instincts NOW!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 An
Stretch a point where it will
pay off later. A vote of con-
fidence is sometimes necessary
to secure the cooperation you
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rrl'4V.
Pull down the undesirable
barriers; recognize real ob-
stacles to your progress. With
everything in clear focus, you
can plan your strategy.
SAGITTARIUS
'Nov. 23 to Dec 21)
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Your spirit of
enterprise stimulated.
CA PRICORN
1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study
proffered plans, proposals. New
'advances indicated, but don't
lose interest in current projects.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You will face competition
now, but it won't stymie you.
Rather it will prove a
stimulating challenge. Get in
there - and win' •
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some complications indicated
in personal and lot-) money
matters Don't let false pride
keep you from asking advice if
you're unable to cope.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, lofty
ambitions and remarkable
intuition. Always alert to op-
portunity, you grasp each as it
comes -- no matter how
challenging •- and reach top
levels with seeming ease.
Sometimes-the "ease" is but a
facade, however, for you have
to be constantly praised and
encouraged as you go along or
you wither on the, vine. And
adulation As not always forth-
coming. In fact, envy and
jealousy may follow a swift
climb to fame You MUST learn
to ignore this, as a foible of
human nature. Keep trying
always for, once having found
your niche in life and pursuing it
consistently, you can find
tremendous happiness in the
achievement alone — regard-
less of material gain. Fields in




design, interior decorating and
horticulture. Birthdate of
Adm. BE. Peary, Arctic ex-
plorer; M. de Robespierre, Fr.
Revolutionist; Sigmund Freud,
pioneer in psychoanalysis;
Orson Welles, film actor,





Saturday, May 8th, will be a
big day for Boy Scouts of Four
Rivers council. They will
assemble that morning at
Paducah's riverfront for the
largest parade this area has
witnessed in a long time.
Color will be provided by the
blue and gold uniforms of the
Cub Scouts, the khaki of Boy
Scouts and Explorer units,
and the brightly colored flags
they will carry down
Broadway. Every parade
needs marching music, and
this will be provided by high
school marching bands. All of
this is to celebrate a day
Scouts have spent weeks in
planning._ They call _it Scout
Expo 16.:
Units from the entire Foor
Rivers Council area will
assemble that day at Noble
Park in Paducah, to
demonstrate skills, crafts and
games they have learned in
Scouting.
Some exhibits planned by
Cub packs will include a
miniature golf course, a
typical street of 1776, a
Pinewood Derby and a science
exhibit.
Boy Scout troops will
demonstrate rope lashing and
first aid skills, will compete in
chariot races and canoe races
and will challenge spectators
to greased pole contests.
Explorer Post II will
demonstrate the exciting
Indian dances, for which they
have become famous, and the
art of "rapelling," a style of
mountain-climbing.
Many other., games and
exhibits are alSo 'being
planned. Tickets are tow on
sale and can be purchased
from any Cub Scout, Boy
Scout or Explorer Scout. One
ticket provides admission to
all exhibits and boys in Scout
uniforms will be admitted
free.
E.W Davis at the University
of MInnesotasuccessfully
treated Jaconite rock to re-
move the iron.
The U.S. Senate rejected the
Treaty of Versailles Nov 19,
1919
House Boats
Friendly, courteous, honest, represen-
tation of our stock of Houseboats. Demon-
stration ride and drive...See if it fills your
needs and desires. Several to choose from
in all time famous, well known, reliable
brand names such as Somerset, Drifter
Silver Queen, Harbor Master, Floating
Queen, glass, steel or aluminum.
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON liar GRAYSON McCLURE
Telephone 502436-5483
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World
News Briefs
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A new cease-fire appeared to
take hold in Beirut today, but police said the I3-month-old
civil war raged on in the mountains east of the Lebanese
capital. The police reported only two persons killed and six
wounded in Beirut during the night, the lowest casualty toll in
weeks.
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger called Tuesday night for a new international
economic order as nearly 3,000 delegates gathered in
Kenya's capital for the opening today of the fourth U.N.
Conference on Trade and Development ( UN-CTAD).
Kissinger told a dinner meeting of key delegates the United
States would cooperate in solving disputes between the rich
and poor nations. But he warned that the Ford ad-
ministration will resist sweeping proposals to stabilize raw
material prices.
-
MEXICO CITY (AP) — The Mexican government says its
new oil fields in the southern states of Tabasco and Chiapas
have boosted its estimate of the country's petroleum
reserves to between 30 and 60 billion barrels, three to six
times that of Alaska's North Slope. Francisco Javier Alejo,
the secretary of natural resources, told a news conference
Tuesday Mexico's proven reserves are now 7 billion barrels,
an increase of 1 billion since March. "We have just begun to
explore," he said.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) — Israel replies at the U.N.
Security Council today to an Egyptian charge that it is
pursuing policies of terrorism, annexation and resettlement
in -Occupied West Jordan. "If Israel persists in this most
dangerous and illegal policy, it will be solely responsible for
the disruption of all chances for peace," Egyptian
Ambassador A. Esmat Abdel Meguid told the council
Tuesday at the start of its second debate in two months on




NORTH BRUNSWICK, N.J. (API — The Boy Scouts of
America are hot on the trail of the latest Howard Hughes
mystery. Was he a Boy Scout? The question has been asked
Ui scouting circles since the discovery of a purported will in- --
which one-sixteenth of the reclusive billioriaire's estate was
left to the Boy Scouts. The amount has been estimated at up
to $150 million. Based on the organization's national budget of
about $14 million for last year, that would be enough for the
Boy Scouts to operate for 10 years.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) — "Last night I spent tlifee
hours in a saloon and I know the bartender undercharged me,
so there is no question things are getting better." It was
entertainer Frank Sinatra,the optimist — but to a point. "On
the other hand," Sinatra offered, "when woke up this
morning, I realized I owned the saloon, so they might be
getting worse, too." The verdict was a narrow one, but more
than half the dozen famous Americans polled by the Yale
Daily News magazine agreed — most of them, like Sinatra,
with reservation — that things are getting better.
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Actress Louise I.assr
was back at work as "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" after
an episode that might have left the comedy-soap opera
heroine more bewildered than ever. Miss Lasser, 37, entered
the Rainbow Boutique on Saturday to buy a dollhouse for a
friend's birthday and was subsequently booked for in-
vestigation of cocaine possession. She was booked and




WAaHINGTON i AP) — FBI headquarters approved more
than 2,300 actions in a "rough, tough and dirty" campaign to
disrupt and discredit U.S. organizations ranging from the
Black Panthers to Antioch College, according to a new report
on the bureau's Cointelpro program. The report, released
today by the Senate intelligence committee, said many of the
actions approved during a 15-year period ending in 1971
"may have violated specific criminal statutes," while others
"involved risk of serious bodily injury or death to the
targets."
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The National Security Council is
shaping a long-range "Maritime Strategy" that could
employ land-based Air Force bombers to bottle up Soviet
warships in their home bases. Planners are also thinking of
drawing on land-based U.S. tactical fighters operating from
friendly ocean-area bases to block Russia's new missile-
firing Backfire bombers from reaching American fleet units
at sea,according to Adm. James L. Holloway, chief of naval
operations.
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford plans to veto a $4-
billion foreign aid bill that would irnpose congressional
controls up foreign sales of military equipment while opening
trade vrith Vietnam for a trial period. White House
spokesman Ron Nessen said Tuesday Ford was concerned
that the measure would tie his hands in conducting foreign
policy. The veto, which is expected to come today, is likely to
touch off a new election-year clash between Ford and the
Democratic Congress.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Powerful anticancer drugs used
together significantly prolong survival of some patients with
advanced stomach cancer — a fatal condition virtually un-
treatable in the past, Georgetown University scientists an-
nounced today. The scientists said about half of 21 advanced
stomach cancer patients in a stuy responded to the treat-
ment, with some patients so far living more than three times
longer than with conventional therapy.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presidential candidates hungering
for federal campaign funds apparently will have to wait a
few days to learn whether President Ford will sign or veto
the Federal Election Commission bill that would start the
money flowing again. White House spokesman Ron Nes.sen
said Tuesday that Ford will spend a couple of days studying
the measure before he decides what to do. The Senate passed
the compromise bill Tuesday by a 62 to 29 vote. The margin in
the House was 291 to 81. Both votes were more than the two-
thirds margin necessary to override a presidential veto.
'WASHINGTON (AP) — Backers of a oill that would supply
$125 million to help states meet rrew federal standards for
staffing of child day care centers pre&el the Senate will vote
to override Pr 'dent Ford's veto of the measure However,
supporters of itif day care bill say today's override vote Ih










































JIM ADAMS 1611 GUARANTEE
JIM ADAMS 0, GUARANTEES YOUR MEAT
PURCHASE TO BE SATISFACTORY, IF FORANY_
REASON YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR
MEAT PURCHASE, THEN JIM ADAMS EDWILL
REFUND YOUR FULL PURCHASE PRICE. IF YOU

























8- of iced and decorated
Tender Loving Care
SOUTHSIDE IC ONLY
ALL BUTTER•TRY IT WITH STRAWBERRIES
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W. Ray Mofield of Murray State University greets for-
mer ABC News' executive producer, documentaries, Av
Westin, a special guest speaker at the recent In-
ternational Radio and Television Society's fifth Annual
Faculty. Industry Seminar in Tarrytown, N.Y. Mofield was
one of 63 academic participants in the annual event
which brings together acadernians -.from the cotP-__
munications centers of colleges and universities
throughout the country and broadcast industry leaders
to exchange ideas and discuss mutual interests. This
year's seminar was entitled: "Television, the Real World:
Case Studies in Television Station Management."
Carroll To Lead
Mission To Japan
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Julian Carroll has announced
plans for the state's first in-
dependent effort at attracting
Japanese investments in the
commonwealth, through a
mission he will lead there
early in June.
Gov. Carroll said Kentucky
has had contact with Japanese
industry in the past but only in
a combined effort with several
' other states.
"This time," he said, "we
will be acting on our own
initiative to introduce
Japanese investors and in-
dustries to the possibilities
that Kentucky has to offer."
Japanese investments in the
United States have not grown
rapidly in recent years due to
the recession, he noted, "but
we think the timing of this trip
is excellent because their
interest in ventures here is
expected to grow as the
economy recovers:*
"Foreign investment in
Kentucky as of last year
totaled $550 million dollars
and accounted for 8,000 of our
non-agricultural jobs, so the
potential for growth in this
area simply cannot be
overlooked," Gov. Carroll
said. He suggested, for
example, that Japanese
needs for metallurgical coal
and soybeans make the state a
good potential location for
joint ventures with domestic




The Governor said he and
Development Secretary
William L. Short will go to
Japan June 9th for three days.
In addition to calls on in-
dustrial prospects, they will
pay protocol visits to gover-
nment officiAls, including the
vice-minister of international
trade and industry and the
vice-minister of foreign af-
fairs.
A delegation of Kentucky
business leaders will ac-
company Commerce Com-
missioner Larry G. Townsend
to the country three days
before the Governor arrives
and begin making calls on
prospects and on Japanese
trade and industrial
organizations. The
businessmen will make the
trip at their own expense, Go
Carroll said. Other plans fo,
the trip include seminars in
Tokyo and Osaka and
distribution of brochures and
a slide presentation on the
advantages Kentucky offers to
industry ( these will be
translated into Japanese).
Gov. Carroll said the mission
is being assisted by the
Japanese External Trade
Organization and the Bank of
Japan, along with the Con-
sulate-General of Japan
located in New Orleans.
"During the time the
Governor is in Japan, he said,
U. S. Ambassador James D.
Hodgson will host a reception
for the Kentucky delegation
and for the Japanese
prospects.
Gov. Carroll said that in
preparation for the trip, the
Department of Commerce is
asking a number of Kentucky
companies whether the state
mission can assist.their efforts.,
to establish "joint ventures" '
and licensee agreements with
firms in Japan. He said that
by following up on these
inquiries showing the state's
strong interest in such ven-
tures, the delegation will be
able to 'encourage more
Japanese companies to
become involved in Kentucky
investments.
Those who will be traveling
to Japan include George A.
Collin Jr. and Philip Gugel,
vice presidents fort., the
International Banking
Department of Liberty
National Bank in Louisville
and Randy L. Attkisson, area
executive for the Far East for
First National Bank of
Louisville. There will also be a
representative of the state's
soybean industry. Bob Cobb,
executive assistant to Com-
merce Commissioner Larry
G. Townsend, and Ted Sauer,
director of the International
Division of the Department of
Commerce, will act as the
trip's coordinators.
1 About what percentage





2 Any heavy - duty exten-
sion cord can be used
with an electrical yard or
garden tool.
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GRAPEFRUIT PILL for Dieters
The Grapefruit Diet Plan with ' Diadax





Diadax is one of the
strongest diet aids available
without a prescription
T he pill contains vitamins C E
did owe grapefruit extract When
used in comunct van with the en
closed plan people in all walks
Hie can lose excess weight easily
and quickly f Noy the benefits of
owe natural grapefruit rinfhpuf
the inconventenCe'
CA1),,001 go" Nr..000.1100.
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Minimum Wastewater Facilities May Cost Southeast Cities $42 Billion
Navy ' Ensign Michael E.
McCage, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. McCage of Murray, is
presently assigned to the
Navt Office of Information,
the Pentagon.
McCage works in the of-
fice's Community Relations
A 1970 graduate of Murray
High School, he is also a 1974
graduate of Murray State
University.
ATLANTA (AP) — The
Environmental Protection
Agency has reported that
more than $42 billion may be
required to provide minimum
wastewater facilities and
control of storm water in the
Southeast.
The EPA's Region Four
office said Monday that the
cost estimates were made by
individual states and the
regional office in a report to
Congress on water quality.
The report said as much as
$16 million may be needed to
provide minimum wastewater
facilities and another $26.1
billion to treat and control
storm water in southeastern
cities.
The "qty of surface
waters is generally good" in
the eight Southeastern states,
the report said. Exceptions
were "related to localized
problems which aggravate a
discharge condition or to
complex urban industrial
areas."
The report said Dade
County (Miami), Fla., was
listed as "notable among
improved areas, since
sin/AA/kW_
PADUCAH Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD On The Square









Originally '9 to '25
7
Pants, Blazers, Skirts, Jackets, Blouses
Shorts, Tank Tops, Culottes
removal of waste discharges
from the inland canal system
has permitted the waters to
maintain a measurable
dissolved oxygen content in
1973."
"Much improvement is still
required to meet water quality
standards in Dade County and
in many other areas, but the
critical condition is not nearly
as severe as it has been in the
past," the report said.
The eight states in the
region include Georgia,
Florida, North Carolina, South
State Representatives
Favor Election Panel
WASHINGTON (AP) — Six
of ktntucky'S' - Seven
representatives voted with the
majority Monday when the
House of Representatives
voted 291-81 to approve
legislation to reconstitute the
Federal Election Commission.
The bill, if passed by the
Senate and signed by
President Ford, would revive
the commission's power to
authorize subsidies for
presidential candidates.
Those grants of federal
matching funds have been
held up since a March 23
Supreme Court decision that
held the commission failed to
meet constitutional
requirements.





William Natcher and Carl
Perkins and Republican Tim
Lee Carter.
The only dissenting vote was




AP — Missouri's four Nation-
al Part Service areas drew 3.8
million visitors in 1975, accord-




AP i — The Division of Geolo-
gy and Land Survey says 202
more caves were found in Mis-
souri in 1975.
It said the finds brought the
total of known caves to 3,313.
Ca:.lina, Alabama,
Mis -.:ssippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky'.
Only Georgia claims that
Water quality is better now
than five years ago, according
to pollution control officials,
the report said.
Problem areas in urban-
industrial communities cited
in the report included; Bir-
mingham, Ala. (Warrior
River); Miami, Fla. (Miami




N.C. area INeuse River);
Chattanooga, Tenn.
(Tennessee River); Mobile,
Ala. (Mobile River Estuary)
and Louisville, Ky. (Ohio
River).
Bel-Air Decor Store
Formerly Hughes Paint Store
A Full Week's Worth of Grand Opening


































Bel Air Shopping Center
Open til 8:00
7534642




















TO GROCER: We will redeem this coupon for 20¢ plus 55
handling provided you have accepted it toward the purchase
of a 5-lb bag of Godchaux Sugar Invoices proving
purchase of sufficient stock to cover CONtriOns presented
for redemption must be shown on request Void when
presented by outside agency broker or others who are not
retort otatiffau•ors of Gocielveux SOCON, CH where prohttxtei.
licensed. taxed or restricted Customer pays any sales tax
Calts value 1%201f Redemption 0ouoons through Godchaux •
Redemption Center. P 0 Box R-7000. El Paso, Texas 79998.
Expires December 31. 1-976
ts1L T 20°






Make her day really special! Choose exciting new fashions
from our erstwhile collection.. .dresses, pant suits, skirt







100% Polyester Knit in Five
3-Piece styles. Gray, blue,







52.49-3.99 values. Seograss, peanut end straw hats
natural, white and pastels. 5-M-1.
Ladies' 2.99
Pull-On Shorts
100% Polyester double knit fabric in fancy jacquard pat





4.5 vifass. Pooch sttior wet* drowithieg. Whirs,
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11" HOSPITAL NEWS
4-29-76 Wanda), 407 N. 2nd., Murray,
Adults 126 Baby Boy Fenn (mother
Nursery 5 Pamela), Rt. 2, Box 119,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Paris, Tn.
Baby Boy Goulet (mothei DISMISSALS
Phyllis), Rt. 5, Benton, Baby Mrs. Ruth A. Remote, 800 N.
Boy Blankenship (mother 17th., Murray, Carlos Black
Nedra G.), Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn. Sr., Rt. 3, Box 226, Murray,
DISMISSALS Mrs. Delana J. Brewye, Rt. 1,
Miss Shecrie A. Stewart, Rt. Hardin, Mrs. Cheryl A. Evans,
4, Cadiz, Mrs. Georgia Rt. 5, Box 484, Murray, Mrs.
Chambers, Rt. 1, Hazel, Phyllis J. Goulet and Baby
James C. McDaniel, Rt. 3, Boy, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Ruby
Murray, Dearl N. Byers, Rt. 1, F. Harrell, 1004 Fairlane,
Hardin, Thomas Johnson, Rt. Murray, Miss Vera M. King,
1-Bx 36, Almo, Mrs. Brenda L. 305 N. 8th., Murray, Mrs.
Hatfield, Rt. 1-Bx 80, Robert L. Adams and Baby
Buchanan, Danny W. Boy, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
_Robertson, Rt. 1, Puryear,Th., Louise Howe, Box 265,
Miss Melissa G. Morton, Rt. 1, Murray, William C. Nall, 1706
Hardin, Mrs. Burnice E. Ryan, Murray.
Morris, 160542 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Bonnie Crouch, 1413
Dudley, Murray, Gus D
Yarbrough, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Donna Salyers, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Deborah I.
Bell and Baby Girl, Rt. 3-Bx
105K, Murray, Mrs. Margaret
J. Baldwin and Baby Boy, Rt.
7-Bx 636, Mayfield, Mrs. Lillie
C. Wildinson, 50142 Pine,
Murray, Mrs. Virda
McKennon, 206 Maple, Paris,
U. R. Smity, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tn., Julius Sorenson, Rt. 2,
Whitewater, Wis., Raymond
M. Hutson, Rt. 1-Bx 171,
Buchanan, Tn., Boyd L.
Bizzell, Rt. 1, Alino, Miss
Rhoda E. Humphreys, 400 N.






Baby Boy Calhoun (mother




Loyd P. Jackson, Rt. 7, Box
67, Dover, l'n., Miss Wanda J.
Ballard, 407 N. 2nd., Murray,
Mrs. Maxine West, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Brenda S.
Smith, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Josephine Clements, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Norma M.
Karnes, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Glenn
C. Wooden, Box 264, Murray,
Mrs. Frances E. Miller, 911
Sycamore, Murray, William
D. Nelson, 1109 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Anna M. Redden and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton, Miss
Hattie H. Treas, Rt. 8, Box 85,
Murray, Mrs. Donnie J.
Lamb, P.O. Box 54, Hazel,






Baby Girl Ballard (mother
Springtime weather brought out children to play in their tree houses. Gina and
Cheryl Herndon with Amy Johnson are shown in the tree house in the backyard of the
Herndon home on Kirkwood Drive.
Purchase ADD Sets Regional
Meeting For Wednesday, May 26
MAYFIELD - A regional
meeting, for the purpose of
electing two representatives
from each of the Purchase
area counties, will be held at
the Purchase Area
Development District office
Wednesday, May 26, at 7:00
p.m.
This committee will be
responsible for coordinating
the Department of Public
Information's Matching
Funds Program. During fiscal
year 1976 approximately
$18,000 was funded through
this organization to various
private and governmental
organizations. These rrronies
were matched with an equal
amount_ of  funds for the
purpose of paying for
literature and promotions to
enhance the tourist trade in
the Purchase area.
Representatives on the
Tourism Committee will be
elected at large by persons
from their respective counties
in attendance at this meeting.
After two representatives
from each of the eight
westernmost Kentucky
counties have been elected, a
chairman, vice-chairman,
secretary, and treasurer will
be elected by the represen-
tatives to assist in coor-
dinating the FY '77 Matching
Funds Program.
Those counties responsible
for electing two represen-
tatives include: Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
The governor of Indiana re-
ceived more powers when the
state government was reorga-
nized in 1933
Bowhunting Tournament Set
FLowhunters will have the,
opportunity to "sharpen their
eye" at the annual Bowfishing
Tournament set for May 7-9 at
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's public outdoor area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
Sponsored by the Jenny
Ridge and Balcolky
Bowhunters Club and TVA,
the event will be held in areas
A and B of Camp Energy,
located in the northern portion
of Land Between The Lakes
near the Environmental
Education Center.
Registration will begin at 8
a.m., Friday, May 7. A $3 fee
per peison will be charged;
campers will pay an ad-
ditional 50 cents for overnight
camping.
Scoring will be based on the
length of the fish and trophies
will be awarded in each
category Sunday afternoon.
Divisions include an open
three-place shooting class for




also a three-place class; and a
Special Women's Division
with two places for carp or
gar. Buffalo and catfish will
be entered under carp
division. Participants can
register and shoot in only one
division.
Land Between The Lakes
will present a Wildlife
Management Program
Saturday evening, May 8, at
8:30 p.m. For additional in-








Sure there are a
lot of good reasons






Space donated as a public
service by this newspaper. the
Department of Transportation
and the Advertising Council,
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All persons interested in
Bone China Roses [
Reg.Reg.
$25131 $3.00 stem $250$27.50 a dos.
Available in Mom's Favorite Color
Good May 3 thru 8
The Shon) case 12 1 Bypos•LnnC==t4nC===24IC==41C=4nr--Xnt-----W
promoting Tourism
Purchase area are en-
couraged to attend this im-
portant meeting. Persons
from the Department of
Public Information will be in
attendance to further explain
the election process.
The Purchase Area
Development District office is
within the located in the junction of
' Highway 121 and U. S. 45
North in Mayfield.
Open House Scheduled At MSU
Student Health Center Friday
An open house has been
scheduled for Friday, May 7 at
Murray State University's
Student Health Center bet-
ween the hours of 1 p.m. and 6"
p.m. The newly remodeled
facility is located in the North
Wing of Wells Hall. The en-
trance faces the quadrangle
and is on the ground level.
The new clinic is part of the
old infirmary that was
renovated by the Murray
State physical plant staff. The
inside of the old infirmary
was completely reworked in to
the present new and modern
clinic.
The Health Center oc-
cuppied the new quarters last
December.
"We have been planning to
have an open house since we
moved," Dr. Judith Hood,
director, said. "But the first
day we were open we saw over
100 patients awl we haven't
slowed up much since. The
students evidently like the
improvements," the
university physician added.
Prior to the renovation, the
health center utilized the old
cafeteria, kitchen and pan-
tries in the basement of Wells
Hall by partitioning off some
of the rooms. The atmosphere
of the center at that time was
that of a basement with pipes




In contrast, the new center
is bright and cheerful and
includes carpeting as well as
air conditioning. The clinic
area is designed for the flow of
traffic and the center contains
an observation room for
acutely ill patients, attractive
examination and treatment
rooms, a small pharmacy and
a clinical lab.
The new facilities have also
houses offices for the clinic
staff, a records room and a
library that doubles as a
conference room for health
education programs.
Those who remember the
old health center quarters
should be impressed with the
job the MSU staff has ac-
complished in modernizing
and refurnishing the student
health center. Students,
parents, faculty and staff,
alumni and townspeople are
invited to visit the center
during the open house.
Members of the center's
staff are Judith S. Hood, M.- -
D., director; Ann Ingle, R. N.,
B.S., nurse practitioner;
Melanie Harris, R.N., B.S.
Rue McCutcheon, R.N., B.S.
Shrone Pooly, secretary;
Penny Meade, clinical
assistant; Gary Sanders, part-
time lab techniciani .
Gingles Wallis, pharmacy
consultant.
The first successful ironworks
built in the United States was
at a site 10 miles north of Bos-
ton in the 1640s. It produced
about 150 tuns a year
The Egyptians learned by
about 1,500 B.C. how to wrought
iron. They used a bellows made
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DUSTING POWDER
1.50 se 8 OZCt PRINCE
Aviance oecayusepu hloavveel,s0sroenmetbIng
SPRAY COLOGNE
MATt 11 \RFT I I 4.50
V CURL-\ 88'9
TWIRL A CURL IN TEN SECONDS
by CLAIROL N„w 15
FOR SPEEDY TOUCH UPS.
• STEAM ON DEMAND • SWIVEL CORD
• NO STICK COATING • AUTO CURL RELEASE
• THERMOSTATIC HEAT CONTROL
SINied ROO' 0
21"byLADY SCHICKCOmPAcr VERSATILESURE'R FAST DRYING
KaterPiA
.,,,:ttes and r- .ges your gums
•.:s real power behind virtu, mouthwash





• ,04; WHOLE FAMILY
• •300 WATTS OF POWER
• I WAY MEAT & SPEED CONTROL
• 'ABLE STAND INCLUDED
THE SHOWER ITIVISSiff
by,
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Steam Styler with Attachments
by Gillette
rim, great styling attachments
































































































































Legs or Thighs  79:
Frosty Moro
Braunsch weiger   49:
Arrowhead




Liver or Gizzards   99;
Reelfoot
Reg. Beef or Dinner Franks 99:
All Meat Bologna 79`.
Pork Chops





















31b,, Queen of Scot Coffee Creamer
211) 11 79 Scot lad Applesauce .
4 Roll
Parkay Margarine   1 lb
6 Sticks 49̀c
Scot tad Cheese Spread 2 lb 145
Miracle Margarine
Scot lad Cut Green Beans 16 oz 5/slw




Royal Gem Cut Green Beans 







Hi-Dry Towels Roll 2/89`










Maxwell House Instant Coffee
„
Hamburger Helper 69 
18 
'
Big Chief Peanut Butter . 78'
Scot Lad Whole Kernel Corn 16 419'




Duncan Hines Cake Mix
Campbell's Tomato Soup
Scot lad Salad Dressing
Hyde Park Orange Juice














limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 061467
i gnit 1 Per Family
COUPON 41466
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
limit I Per Family
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family










ElatM Size 3/S 109
Syrup ..
t
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